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The snide and ;rnr:al fa:: oi Bntish
tablord journalism :urr:n!1\ pronxses to
deliver a fuflhir as.=ul: L:'n the senous

srudl of ;r:p :rr:i=. rn lhe tradition of
TOD{\''s ):,-: ! )a,, e -am. TheN{ail
on Sundat ::-:::.: , ut its name in a

corrtl:li a: 3ilr:r. Farm (havhg paid
farncr Da-,:i Shepherd a sum not
unadla;.ni t,:, 5tlO) and will feature,
ton_zu:-rn-:h-k. thrs only too recognis-
able elrph as the work of UFO-borne
aIr:ns, Ir nar also claim that credulous
i:':ls lLk; CCCS members accept this
absurd rroposition and crow about the
g-;,hbrh1 of those who maintain that
ih.r. ls a senuine phenomenon.

\\tether or not anything like this materi-
alises i,n the press, I think that we can

erpect claims to be made sooner or later
that hoaxing has taken place in the
Beckhampton area and mid-Wiltshire and

some proof of this will be offered. Both
sceptics and plasma vorticists alike will
seize this scenario in an attempt to dis-
credit the major pictograms of 1991 (in-
cluding the Barbury Castle triangle) and

1992. But thefallacy that "somehoaxing
means everything is a hoax " and the equal
fallacl' 'that pictograuN are hoaxes and

onlr simple and ringed circles are 'genu-
Lne' " is berng disproved by the phenom-
enon itself. People who cannot compre-
hend thrs. and the evolving nafure ofthe
circl:s, fail to grasp the very essence of
* hat u e are dea[ng with, and theways in
rrhrch the desi*rns develop.

Of course there are hoaxed crop circles;
thanve all klo*. It is also acknowledged
that it is no easv matter, without scientific
testrng, to confirm the validity of any
particular tbrmation. As regards assess-

ing visualll u'hether a crop circle is genu-
ine or not, one rea1l1' has to be the first to
enter it in order to form an1 useful judge-
ment. Virgin circies are often disf,rgured
within hours by visitors however careful
they are and very soon no sort of assess-

ment is possible. However, if one finds
an unopened can ofTennent's I-ager (Sell

by date:2915193) under the laid crop, as

in Warmrnster's 'Eagle" pictogram , one
should draw the necessary conclusions.

The dismay engendered by such discov-
en' , and the possibility of beiag deceived
b1' such hoaxes, is most disheartening for
serious researchers. It is for these reasons

that CCCS is concentrating this year on
achieving positive scientific results from
Project Argus. We aregiving full support
to eight of our American colleagues who
will arrive shortly to undertake extensive
crop and soil sampling in Wiltshire dur-
ing July and August. Basically we seek to
determine whether there are any features
of crop circles which are demonstrably
not caused by simple physical trampling.
If we can conclusively show this is the
case, as many believe from last year's
results, the project will have succeeded.

Dr W.C.(Lefty) Levengood of Grass

Lake, Michigan, was prominent in the
preliminary testing fororganic changes in
circles-affected crop which was carried
out last year. He noted a variety of
organic effects consistent with the pres-
ence ofa very high temperature (say 300-
500 deg F) having acted for very short
duration, perhaps a few microseconds
only. These effects, such as enlargement
ofthe plant's nodes and expansion ofthe
cell wall pits were apparent using
microscopy and they were further con-
firmed by Cassandra McDonough using
electron microscopy in Texas. Some car-
bon blackening of plants was also noted.

When in Chicago during April, I drove to
Grass Lake to meet Dr Levengood and
discuss his results. One reads of many
claims about the circles in newspapers and
"scientific" journals which one cannot
feel happy about until one has met the
person making such a claim. In this
country my misgivings have sometimes
been confirmed by such a meeting, and in
Levengood's case I felt I must talk to him.

However any misgivings I may have had

were soon dispelled and I was delighted to
find a hard-headed and meticulous scien-
tist of many years standing. There was no
question about the organic effects which
he had observed in the many samples and

controls which he had tested. The effects
were there, plain as a pikestaff, and I was
shown many photographs of plant sec-
tions displaying these indications. There
was no'doubt that we were witnessing
very real effects which could not possibly
be reproduced by any known mechanical

method of trampling or flattening.

Despite all this, there are people in this
country familiar with the circles, and
who should know better, who choose to
disregard the scientific evidence. Why ?

It can only be that, in the aftermath of the
Doug and Dave scam, the suspicion and
paranoia which has been sown in some
sections of the cereological community
has even overshadowed common sense.

For all the vast number of circle forma-
tions which appeared itr 1990, L991, and
which are currently appearing this year, it
would require ar axmy of hypothetical
unseen hoaxers (HUHs) to be operating
night after night. Where are these people?
Can they perform tirelessly year aftet
year, unseen and unacknowledged ? I
think we should be told !

The circles are once again in full swing
and the first article in this issue is devoted
to the 1992 formations. As yet there has

Seea asthing as fine as the Barbury Castle
Triangle or the Mandelbrot but there is
plenty of time yet. Barbara Davies has

sagely remarked that, in view of the fact
that the circles appear to be mind-related,
what we receive depends on what we give.
So, if some of the formations which we
are finding in Wiltshire and Hampshire
this year appear scruffy, misshapen and
altogether hoax-like --so different from
the magnificent pictograms of '91 -- this
may be due to the suspicion and doubt
which now prevails. Meanwhile fine for-
mations have been reporied from Sussex,

Dorset, Devon and Cornwall.

CCCS's first intemational conference,
Crop Circles, The Enigmaforthe Nine-
lies is to be held at King Alfred' s College,
Winchester, fromJuly 17th to 19th. This
promises to be an exceptional event and
we anticipate good attendance and a very
high level of interest. Many foreign
participants will be attending, in particu-
lar from the United States, and the occa-
sion seems set to provide the world's
premier forum on the subj ect of cereology.

It is now for CCCS to get down to a very
careful inspection of what is actually hap-
pening in the cornfields of England and
see whether we can lay for once and for all
the totally absurd suggestion that all crop
circles are human-made by conventional
meium. After all, the very use of that
much hackneyeAword hoa,rimplies, does

it not, the existence of the genuine article?



Despite the gloomy forecasts and the
winter of cereological doubt and suspi-

cion, the circles have now returned to
Wessex and, circlewise, it is business as

usual, Whatever "usuaI" may mean --
since the circles evolve and develop each

year in their own distinctive and unpre-
dictable manner. Aware of their fickle
nature I have long since given up attempts
to predict what forms we may expect, but
it still looks as if one can say that people
whose theories only allow simple circles,
and exclude complex shapes, are most

likely to be confounded yet again. Nev-
ertheless the season has started mainly
with plain circles and groups of circles.

First reported formation of 1992was a72
ftdiameter circlein oil-seed rape at Sutton

Scotney, Hants. This displayed a curious
and distinctive pattern in the laid crop,
similar to that seen in August 1989 in a

circle at Winterbourne Stoke, precursor
of the 'swastika" circle shown on the

cover of the hardback version of Crop
Circle Enigma. At Sutton Scotney the

central part was concentrically swided
clockwise whereas in the outer part of the

circle the flow of the plants changed
abruptly to radial with only a slight clock-
wise twist. A2 ft peripheral band,

evidently laid first, was again concentri-
cally swided. Two small satellite circles
lay close together on one side.

Assessment of this circle was entirely
predictable in view of the atmosphere of
suspicion and doubt which had been en-
gendered by a widely publicised but fraudu-
lent claim of hoaxing in 1991. Almost all
the experts who examined this first circle
pronounced it a hoax principally on the

basis that there was much apparent break-
age ofthe crop, but perhaps also because

it has become traditional to pronounce the

first circles of the year a hoax. In fact
someone who entered the formation at a

very early stage has said there was very
little breakage at all, if any.

Throughout May each new formation re-
ceived much the same sort of unenthusias-
tic assessment from leading cereologists,
most notably from those who had been

publicly deceived in 1991. Such caution
is certainly.lustifiable and some of these

early circles were likely to have be.en

human-made, but these assessments told
us more about the prevailing atmosphere
of suspicion than about the circles them-
selves. Very often circles in a rapidly
growing crop are rough and this lack of
sharpness is accentuated by the crop pick-
ing itself up again within hours of beirg
flattened. Also those less familiar with
the phenomenon come to expect the geo-

metric precision and excellence of late

summer circles with which these early
ones simply do not compare. One can

hardly expect the perfection ofan Ickleton
Mandelbrotto manifest ia rape or in early
May barley. And buckled stalks are,

despite popular myth, not unknown in
gerruine circles. This does not mean that
poody laid circles are necessarily "genu-
ine"; it is simply that they could well be

genuine though assessment is difficult, if
not impossible, unless one gets to a for-
mation that is fresh.

One characteristic of the new formations
was that some exhibited a proliferation of
add-ons which appeared within days of
the original event. A ringed circle at

Chilbolton found on May 22 gainedextra
feafures apace over the next two weeks.

Some of these were probably human-

made but most were not. Likewise a line
of ten grapeshot circles at I-ockeridge
multiplied and extende.d over the follow-
ing week. A pictogram at Urchfont Hill
in rape, initially labelled a "hoax" like so

much else, similarly acquired extra cir-
cles, arcs and a trident. This was strange
to say the least, given the jungle-hke
nature ofthe crop, and the fact that it lay
in a remote field not visible from public
roads; assessment of its legitimacy was

correspondingly diffi cult.

The first really impressive circles of 1992

were at Lockeridge where there appeared

a pair of circles, one with a long tail
terminating scroll-like i,n a smaller circle.
Beside this was seen a new 'signature",
the fish symbol similar to that used by the
eady Christians. Despite the stunning

perfection ofthe lay of the barley in this
formation, there were inevitably sceptics

who soon arrived to pronounce it a 'hoax'
since it had underlying swaths which
seemed to them suspicious. These under-
lays have been observed for two years

now and are capable ofcompletely differ-
ent interpretation. They were present in
the 1991 "fishes", samples from which
yielded scientific results totally inconsist-
ent with human-made effects, and have
been present in many of the pictograms.
In the same field as the tailed circle and its
companion there was also a double-rilger
which appeared during the same night,
May 24125, but seemed rough and of very
poor quality. Could the same field pro-
duce 'genui-ne" circles and a "hoax" all in
the same night ?

OVERTOWN TRIANGLE

By the first week of June reports of new
circles were becoming so frequent that
even the sceptics must have begun to
wonder at the seemingly tireless endeav-

ours of that great invisible army of HUHs.
At Overtown Farm near Wroughton Air-
field a quite magnificent set of circles
appeared in a large barleyfield on June 4.

Found by farmworker Maurice Lowes at

4.30 a.m. it was most definitely not there
the previous evening yet the scope ofthis
formation was prodigious. Three circles,
measuring about 60 ft,47 ft and 46 11, are

arranged in a tnangle *'ith their centres

about 130 ft apart. Trvo of these have

long tails, t*o feet u.ide, which emerge

from the circles at a narrow angle and

sweep ounvards for about 50 ft terminat-
ing in sma11 5 ft circles. They are similar
to the scroll shape, seen previously, but
with a much greater discrepancy in size

befgeen the end circles. All three circles
\r'ere swept anticlockwise as were the

spiralhng tails. In this, and the triangular
tbrmat. there is a clear reflection of the

format of the great Barbury Triangle of
199 1. But the most striking feature of the

1992'iormation is the "fish" signature,
about 14 ft long. The implication of
intelligent design is, of course, unmistak-
able.

Sceptics will naturally say such design is
human and will claim to have found foot-
prints and the like in these circles. There
will of course be footprints since myself
and others walked in them at an early
stage, but the sheer perfection of the



Three large circles, of which two are tailed, in a barleyfield at Overtown.

Beside the nearest circle is the ufishu signature. (Photo by Busty Taylor)

Overtown formation belied such claims.
.A. favourite suspicious sign which is often
.-ited is the "footprintunder the laid crop".
That can indeed be suspicious, especially
*'here the ribbing on the shoe's sole is
rmpnnted in thesoil, but itshouldbequite
,-learly distinguished from a foot impres-
sion under the crop which is sometimes
produ;ed a heavy visitor standing on the
lard crop rvhen the ground is soft or
morst. These are inevitably made within
hours of a nerv circle's discovery since
that urtrl u-.uall)' signal the arrival of an

coi-srrnt str.am of visitors.

Throuehout \fai and early June we re-
ceived a steadr' flow of reports of new
circies throushout southern Britain and
especialll repofts from habitual circle
area-s llke that around Silbury Hill. Most
of the:e formations were plain circles,
nnged cir;les. tailed crrcles, sets of cir-
cles or srapeshot. What had become of
thr pr-torrant I Elaborate pictograms
have never appeared early in the circle
season so thrs $as not unexpected. There
u'ere in fact a few dumb-bells, some with

ringed or tailed end circles. One near
Wherwell, Hants, appeared in a field of
rye and was so lightly imprinted that it
could only be seen from the air and was
hardly visible at all at ground level. Two
other dumb-bells were found in Devon, at
Berry Pomeroy and near Brixham.

Undoubtedly some of the 1992 circles
have been human-made and the sixty-four
thousand dollar question is, of course,
"What proportion ? " If one fails to catch
one's circlewhen it is fresh, one's chances

of even making an educated guess to this
vexing question are limited. And by
virtue of the circles' mysterious prov-
enance and hoax-like nature one can usu-
ally find suspicious factors of some kind
or other. Perhaps the story of the out-
break ofcrop circles at Baltic Farm near
Devizes on June I I I 12 will illustrate this.

BALTIC FARM

I went to Baltic Farm on Friday June 12 to
examine circles which had appeared that

day. From the main road one could see a

large flattened oval in a badeyfield near
the farmhouse. Also in the field were
several lesser circles. Inspection was dis-
couraging since there were already some

tracks through the crop and the whole
formation was rough and straggly; there
was also some rough damage in the field.
Yet farmer David Shepherd was quite
sure that there had been no circles there
the previous sysning.

In the next field, a few hundred yards to
the north-east, there were. more circles
which I had spotted earlier from the ,4.361

road. These, in crisp green wheat, looked
much more promising. There was a line
of eight circles, each 10 to 12 ft. diameter
apart from the last which was smaller,
going obliquely across the field. These
were separated from each other by per-
haps 50 ft and half of them were com-
pletely isolated from the trarnlines which
on this farur are widely spaced, aboutT2
ft apart. Where the line of circles did cross
one tramline it changed direction by a few
degrees and there were two equal circles

n^^- r



justtouching. Togetherwith R.obertlrving
I watrked along the tramlines and peered

through binoculars at the isolated circles

from various angles.

There was absolutely no indication that

these circles had been entered by anyone

on foot and we w'ere agreed that we had

found what certainly appeared to be vir-
gin circles. Later in the day we returned

to take samples and carefully made our
way into separate isolated circles causing

as little damage as possible by stepping as

much as we could along the gaps between

adjoining seed lines. The next day a well
known circle debunker spotted the slight

tracks through the crop left by Rob Irving
and at once quened the authenticity of
these circles on this basis.

The bent line of circles, all swiiled clock-
wise and of sirnilar size, certainly looked

as if they had been imprinted by some-

thing from above which had skipped across

the field. Could this have been Terence

Meaden's elusive snark-like plasma vor-
tex ? In fact these circles were so like what

I imagined Terence would wish to see that

I telephoned him as soon as I could and

suggested that he came to Baltic Farm.

Meanwhile in the next field to the north-
west were at least eight more circles of
varying sizes, bringing the total at Baltic
Farm to about 20. Again in green wheat

these included a large oval, unlike any

crop circle I had ever seen before, meas-

uring approximately 95 ft by 56 ft. in all
of these wheat circles the majority of the

plants were not tlat to the ground but were

bent at about 40 deg. at the first and

second nodes, each noticeably swollen,
so that in regaining the vertical the plant
curved upward like a three-sided segment

of a polygon. Since the line of eight
circles, at any rate, were less than 24

hours old, it was hard to reconcile this

bending w'ith the normal phototropic re-

covery that occurs in plants flattened by

the weather or by trampling. This unnatu-

ral bending at the nodes is held to be

characteristic of true circles.

Fann manager Jim Ball was born in Baltic
Farm and had lived there for 46 years. He
told us that there had never been any

circles before 1987 when their first circle
(a quincunx) had been found in a crop of
beans. Since then they had had circles of
various types every year except 1991.

From what he said there was a strong

impression that something unseen had

taken root on the farm and manifested

itself each summer when the crops were of
suffi cient height. We talked to farmworker

Roger Marsh who had been on his tractor
in the wheatfield where the oval was now
laid. He had only been in one corner of
the field where he had seen a smal1 circle.

but insisted that the oval and other circles

were not there in the morning. l-ater

while spraying another field on nsrng

ground nearby, he spotted the large oval

which he said must have appeared at about

3.30 p.m. that afternoon. \\'e found this

very surprising as confirmed instances of
circles arriving durilg the dal' are ex-

tremely rare, but with this I'eritable cir-
cles explosion at Baltic Farm anything
seemed possible.

l-ater this daylight ongin was disproved

by Busty Taylor who told us that he had

flown over and photographed the oval

crop circle and its companions the previ-
ous evening (Thursday). But thebent line

of eight circles in the other field was not

there at that time. That we had a number

of virgin circles less than 24 hours old was

encouraging but another puzzling aspect

was not.

SIGNS OF HOAX

Busty's photos showed what looked like
the partly drawn outline of an oval some

two hundred yards from the other oval in
the same field. When we examined this a

few days later one could only say that it
looked as if someone had trodden out a

part ring in the wheat and then another

part riag on the other side of the tramline.
Together these might have formed the

outline of an oval but the two rings u'ere

somewhat skew and the project looked to
have been abandoned. This was evidentll'
done before most of the circles appeared.

Suspicion of hoaxing immediatell' leapt

to mind but where did this leave the other

circles which looked to be genuine ? Had

the tractor driver merely been unobsen'-
ant or could some other construction be

put on *'hat he told us (an unworthY

thought l) ? If the isolated circles were

faked how on earth was this done --was a

small accomplice or child lowered into
the standing crop on the end ofa very long
pole ? Was the Baltic Farm annual barn

dance the next day in some way relevant

to the advent of the circles ? Had a band

of hoaxers really gone to such amaztn'g

trouble to produce an archipelago of im-

pressive circles ? And how could they

produce such remarkable bending of the

plants at the nodes in well under 24 hours?

The total hoaxing scenario seemed the

most far-fetched of all interpretations.

Such is the nature of the crop circle

enigma. Curiouser and curiouser it be-

comes and still no one is anywhere near

producing a solution to the problem. The

format of the phenomena changes every

vear and indeed almost every month. We

all knou,ho*' rve like our crop circles to

be and thel' are almost ilvariably differ-
ent. Complailts have been heard that the

1992 circles lack the symmetry and art-

istry of those masterpieces of 199 1 . Does

this make them false? Who is to say?

Perhaps we should employ aesthetes rather

than scientists to judge u'hether a crop

circle is "genuine" or otherwise.

For the moment all we can do is observe

closely, keep an open mind, and collect

samples for scientific examination. The

circles have certainly not abandoned us

but their present teasing unpredictability
gives us more cause for self-examination
than anything else. They are lurking
waiting to pla,v- their trurnp card. There

are no eas)'solutions and rt seems doubt-

ful w'hether thel *'ill ever present us with
scientific certarnt)'. But the 1992 circles

$,ill contrnue to tantalise and torment us.

JLIPITER POWERWEAR
CROP'CIRCLE' T-SHIR.TS &

SWEATSHIRTS

The beautiful crop circle designs silk
screened on 100 % cotton T-Shirts, long
and short sleeved and fleecy-lined
sweatshirts.
For coloured leaflet write to: - Judy Yorug,
Lazy Moon Farm, Upper Brailes, Bantlury,
Oxon. OX15 5BA. (S.A.E.)



I don'tknow how Cadmus learnt the trick.
He's the chap who sowed dragon's teeth,

now difficult to get even in the St

Petersburg black market, and next day

there were armed men prepared for battle.
The CCCS might get some useful tips
fromhimon how best to copewith a flurry
of formations before all the biologists,
physicists, soil scientists and their myriad
helpmates are there, with r,ulpine antici-
pation ready to swoop, and laden with
geiger counters, scalpels, plastic bags,

measuring tapes, scrapers, soil borers,
mallets, pickling jars, compasses,
notepads, questionnaire forms and dows-
ing rods.

If we hadn't got our act together in time
for the first circular invasions of the
season, it was partly because we were still
hunting for the script. Even the long-
awaited Field Guide, ready by the end of
May after Herculean exertions, had to be

delayed a little longer to incorporate yet
more late information and ideas. But
warts and all, it should prove an essential

guide to all serious researchers. Some

have raised eyebrows at the price (to
CCCS members, f,7.50). True, it's ab-

zurdly cheap considering whata commer-
cial publication would command, but it is
meant to cover only bare production costs.
Hence the astounding bargain.

DETECTING HOAXES

Two sections in particular created diffi-
culties, and caused delays. One deals

with ways to distinguish the genuine from
the false. Even the idea of offering such

guidance, let alone the twenty odd yard-
sticks themselves, was controversial.
Many felt it unwise to the point of stupid-
ity to reveal well-kept secrets of the signs
by which fraudulent activities could be

detected. Others (happily the majority)
argued that it was both wrong and short-
sighted to fancy thata few initiates should,
or could, cling to clues that only they
believed to be sure signs of the genuine
article; that it was contrary to the rules of

Montague Keen, Crop arul Soil Research
Coordinator for CCCS, reviews the ar-
rdngements which have been made for
C CCS'sforthcomin g s cientifi c programme
of circles research h 1992. It is hoped

that The Cereologist' s Circle-making Con-
test, to be held before the research pro-
gramme b e gi ns, w i ll provide les s o rc whi ch

may save valuable resources and effon
being wasted onfake circles.

Barley delicately laid in concentric swaths within the largest of
3 circles at Overtown Farm, 416192. Photo: G. Wingfield.



open scientific investigation to try to hush

up these features. Indeed, thus relegated
to an inferior order of initiates, most
CCCS members might well feel insulted
to be given guidance but have the impor-
tant bits left out.

There are more practieal reasons to com-
mend openness. Everyone knows that

sceptics havebeen busy infiltrating inves-
tigatory groups to learn the tricks of the
trade. And no-one can produce a sure-
fire, unarguable feafure which is inher-
ently impossible to fabricate. Secrecy

simply generates mistrust and rows. It
certainly does not help to convince either
sceptics or waverers, let alone the scien-
tific community.

CIRCLE-MAKING
COTVTEST

Besides, we have a major problem this
year and perhaps for the future also. We
can make little real progress until the hoax

hypothesis has heen squarely faced and

disposed of. We are hoping to get, but
have yet to find, a reliable litmus test"

(Here I must apologise to readers who
noted with proper indignation a false
claim in the blurb advertising the 1991

CCCS booklet, Scientiftc Evidence for
the Crop Circle Phenomenon. Itwas said

that "the lessons for the 1992 season are

clear: We have a litmus-test way of deter-

mining hoax from genuine". Acciden-
tally the vital prefix "may" was omrtted

before "have" !).

The circle-making contest, arranged by
The Cerealogisl, due to take place in mid-
July is certainly not going to prove any-
thing; but, if successful, it should provide
a useful guide to the size of the gap, if any,
between what skilled human circle-mak-
ers can do and what has been seen, and
recorded, in what are believed to be genu-

ine crop circles.

Thrs should provide information enabling
us to update and modify the guidelines on
hoax recognition. That, incidentally, is
one reason why the Guide is a punched-
hole loose leafproduction: so that it can

be updated. Anyway, the results of the

competition should be to reduce the risk
of crop samples and soil being taken from
fake formations, so wasting time and val-
uable resource allocated to Project Argus.

THE SAMPLING PROBLEM

Does this matter? Yes it does! In pursu-
ing the scientific investigation into the

effect on soil and crops of the flattening
energies our biggest single problem is the
virhral absence of suitable volunteers in
this country who can examine samples.

That means people, not only with appro-
priate qualifications in botany, with some

knowledge of soil science and plant pa-

thology, --but with the laboratory equip-

ment to store and handle possibiy large

numbers of fresh and dry samples of crops

from perhaps scores of formations, and

with the time and availability to do it at

short notice, and ones who are conven-
iently located.

At present they don't exist. Absorbed in
their examinations throughout June, the
Universities scatter their inhabitants asun-

der throughout the high summer circle-
forrnation season, and can't help: or where
they can they need up to a year's notice to
organise themselves and find the people to

undertake (mainly) vacation work; also

they are obliged, thanks to Thatcherite
edicts, to charge for their services.

I write not of peanuts. One University
department, quoting a non-commercial,
non-profit rate to carry out a series of
faidy simple tests on lodged crops, esti-
mated the cost at around 6,400. Ihave felt
obliged to decline this offer. Anyone
naively believing that Universities are

there to undertake pure, disrnterested and

uncommercralll, motir ated scienti fi c work
to discover the secrets of the Umverse
should apply to me for an ambulance to
drag them out of the nineteenth cenrurv
into the present.

OPERATION ARGUS

As the Field Guide, Section G, makes

painfully clear, sampling is onjy the first
part ofa complex and expensive business;

and is not to be undertaken lightly. We
are fortunate that a number of independ-
ent organisations this suillmer are jointly
sponsoring the first scientific investiga-
tion into the effects of crop circles on soil
and plants ever to be conducted. CCCS is

devoting much of its hard-pressed re-

sources in cash and hard labour towards
ensuring that this partnership ofexplora-
tion succeeds.

There will doubtless be outrage at this

claim to be the first. It is made with no

sense of pride: on the contrary it is a

lamentable reflection on the years spent

fruitlessly in private research, hoarded
data and unpublished findings. Our aim
is to make our methodology known, open

to expert assessment and critical scrutiny,
and to make the results universally avail-
able. If this procedure has indeed been

previously applied to crop circle investi-
gation, then I am unaware of it, and I shall
don sackcloth, anoint same with ashes and

munch through a diet of humble pies in
penitential recantation when given the

evidence.

Details of Operation Argus, to be co-
ordinated by Michael Chorost, were
thrashed out at a special scientific get-
together in l-as Vegas in May at which I
represented CCCS. A four hour discus-
sion with five professors fromtheUniver-
sity of Nevada at I-as Vegas helped to
fine-tune the sampling procedures. (Re-

markable that no university or technical

college in the UK has evinced the same

interest, isn't it?). A substantial part of
the firnding is being providedby an Ameri-
can businessman, Bob Bigelow. A major
target, although by no means the only
function, will be the sampling of soils
inside and outside formations so that they
can be evaluated for radio-activit,r'.

It is b1' nou,uell kno*n that one of the

chief defects of the soil samphng system

la-st I'ear. apart from the iaadequatenumber
of samples. u'as the long period elapsing
benveen formation and analysis (which
*as done in Tennessee). This made it
r ery difficult to detect and identify short-
ln'ed radio-active isotopes. Since the

publication of my booklet on last year's
research findings, and ofthe last issue of
The Circulnr, further investigation has

shown that three of the originally sus-

pected 13 isotopes (radionuclides) have

beenpretty firmly identified. And "pretty
firmly" can be mathematically evaluated
at a99.6% probability level.

So on-the-spot facilities are being pro-
vided this time round. There are very few
places in the UK where machines to meas-

ure alpha and beta particle emission rates

at very low levels are available; and cer-
tainly none that I know of where the cost

would be bearable. There are quite a

number of machines designed to deter-



mile which isotopes are emitting radioac-

tivity, however. It is planned to use both
t1'pes during Operation Argus, thanks to
the help of Oxford Instruments Ltd, which
is allowing the machines to be brought
over specially from the USA, where they

are manufactured. In the weeks before
mrd-July, when the scientists start work
from their Wiltshire base, we hope to
undertake some isotope identification
checks.

The last thing we or any sane person wants

is to burden the scientists and gum up their
expensive equipment with samples taken

from spurious formations. This is no

longer a matter of making experts look
silly, or having innocent nocturnal larks
to lead the earnest astray. Deliberate
fabrication of formations is now a seri-
ous, wasteful and wholly pointless im-
pediment to our understanding of what
many believe to be among the most puz-
zling and challenging mysteries of our
time.

A final note of caution on sampling. The
procedures for soil sampling are fairly
cleady set out in the Guide, and so far
require no amendment - although it is

possible that further advice on the advis-
ability of blind sampling may be consid-
ered desirable. The biggest headache has

arisen from the handling of plants; and

here it is likely that we shall be producing
a revised guide (there is a prescient warn-
ing of this in a footnote to Section H)
relatinp to the formula of the preserva-

tLr e fi rati'u'e to be used instead of formal-
Jchi de *'here the fresh plant (as distinct
::.-n lh: plant when dried) is to be exam-
rn:i, ]xi Iir Ih. precise parts of the plants
: -. i -ll.J t,'r lat(r examination.

AD\'ERTISING
RATES

Do vou \\rsh io adrenise in
The Circular 1

If so, please contact Glona
Wingfield at Hearne House.

North Wootton, Shepton
Mallet, Somerset, BA4 4HW.
or telephone 0749 - 890257

and ask for current rates.

meetings in London
7pm' The Meeling Rooms ' 14 Neal's Yard

Covent Garden' f5 at tlre door UTl-379 0141

Wed 15 July The Crop Circle Making Competition post
mortem. John Macnish will show film and

stills taken for the judges by helicopter. Rupert
Sheldrake will lead the discussion.

Fri 24 Jul,t' Latest Events. John Macnish will show his
latest produce -- film followed by discussion.

Wed 29 July' Open Evening. Montague Keen will host this
opportunity to share new theories. Anyone is

weicome to present their ideas in up to 10

minutes. Projectors and video avaiiable.

Wed 12 Aug Scientific developments in Project Argus.
Michael Chorost will present the results of his
team's work to date followed by discussion.

Wed 19 Aug Surveillance. Each year various groups set up

surveillance operations using a vaiety of
equipment from infia-red photography t<i radar.

Fri 21 Aug Latest Events. John Macnish will show recent

film followed by discussion.

Wed 26 Aug Revue of the season. John w,ill show his most
interesting shots of the season and compare the

year's events to previous years.

John Macnish, freelance TV producer specialising in crop
circie investigation, will show video of the rnost recent inter-
esting events.

Dr Terence Meaden, the foremost scientist in this country
investigating circles, will present his latest theories after 12 years

of study in collaboration with scientists from Japan and the USA.

Michael Chorost, of North American Circle and Mutual UFO
Network, is leading Project Argus, an international effort to
examine the physical characteristics of crop circles. Samples

of plants and soil from circles will be analysed by laboratories
who will cornpare radioactivity, cell structure etc. with samples

taken from outside circles.

Rupert Sheldrake, initiator of the Cereologist Crop Circle
Making competition, will hold a post mortem on the result. This
is a major event (to be held in darkness on the night of July 1 lth)
designed to test whether hoaxers can replicate features which the
experts regard as the hallmark of 'genuine' circles.

I{ontague Keen will use his wide-ranging knowledge to host the

open evening and comment on any new theories which are

presented.

Each evening will include news of the latest events and
'iscussion. Free refreshment



CCCS Member Jurgen Kronig, w'ho is

London correspondent of the German

newspaper Die Zeit, was discoverer of the

remarkable Brain (or Serpent) circlefor-
mation about I mile S. of FroxfieW, last
Attgust. Here, in an excerptf'rom the book
Ciphers in the Crops, shonly to be pwb-

lished by Gateway Books , he describes his

impression on that memorable occasion.

The first tirne I saw the " Brain " it was only
a dark, shadowy spot on the golden carpet

of an over-ripe wheat field near Froxfield,

.just a mile from the border of Berkshire
and Wiltshire. In fact, it was Nick Bailey
who was the first to spot this extraordi-
nary formation. Nick was the pilot of a

small two-seater helicopter, with whom I
had flown many times during the summer

of 1991.

We were just at the end of a flight over
parts of North Wiltshire, and Nick circled
the helicopter over the huge dolphin for-
mation near Froxfield. Out of the corner
of his eye, he had spotted a dark marking
in a treld approximately three-quarters of
a mile away, while I was busy photo-
graphing the dolphin. We decided to have

a closer look and flew over the fields and

woodlands.

When we arrived we were both stunned.

Never before had we seen anything like
this: a free-flowing form of passageways,

evolving from small circles, some of them

running precisely on a parailel course to

each other. We hovered above the forma-
tion for a time. while I took a iot of
photographs. We were both fascinated by
this completely new and exciting picto-
gram. Nick brought the helicopter down

to a height of not more than 15-20 feet,

The sinuous "Brain" formation discovered by Jurgen Kronig. Note

the discontinuities in the curying "path*'ay" which is just over
1000 ft long and exhibited strong dorvsable energy counterflows.

just high enough not to damage the fragile
structure of the pictogram, but low enough

to see how completely untouched this
crop formation looked.

We couldn't detect any marks or foot-
prints in the surrounding fields, but dis-
covered another small circle just at the

edge of the field. We then flew along the

edges of the wheatfield to look for any-
thing unusual. All we found was another

pair of circles, half a rmle away, just

beside a small country lane. The bigger of
these circlesjust touched the edge of the

field in which two days later, another

pictogram appeared in the shape of a

lurtle, an oval "body" with four short
"legs".

Approximately one hour later I was back

at the scene. Having returned from the

flight, I asked my wife Katharina and a

friend from Germany, Rainer Traube. to
jorn me and have a closer look at the new
pictogram near Froxfield. I had marked

the location on an Ordnance Survey map,

so knew where we had to go to look for it.
Nevertheless, it proved difficult to find.



Whoever was responsible for this forma-
tion, they had obviously not intended it to
be a showpiece for the wider public. A
wise decision perhaps, because its fragile
structure would not have withstood hun-
dreds of trampling feet as easily as some

of the more accessible circles.

We parked the car on an earth track at the
edge of a woodland, but were not able to
find an obvious entrance to the wheatfield
which contained the circle. Nor was it
possible, looking over the field, to seeany
indication that, somewhere, there was a
labyrinth of curved pathways. We walked
carefully through the surrounding corn,
trying to cause as little damage as possi-

ble.

The circle had all of the features that are

so well known by now, and are regarded
to be the hallmark of the "genuine arti-
cle". The swirled centre was slightly off-
centre, and the stems of corn were not
broken. I moved out of the circle along
one of the tramlines, which ran unusually
far apart from one another. The farmer
obviously uses very large spraying ma-

chinery. The tramlines were overgrown
with secondary growth. No foot had
trodden them for quite a while. Walking
further into the field, I suddenly saw
something that looked likewind damage.

Then at last I realised that we had found
the pattern we had been looking for. I
gave a sign to Katharina and Rainer, who
had stayed behind in the small circle.

Tosether we entered the first circle from

'i n:;h the netrvork of pathways emerged.
rJ, . ii 3re rmpressed by the complexity and
3::ura:.\. \\'e noticed that the pathways
!-:.i.tr-r.s ended abruptly, just a few
-:: h=s :,.:.'r= r:achin_s a tramline, leaving
r-ni', a:hrn r:'\i Lristandingwheat. There
\\.r. a.,t -:.:,di1Lt,ns that anvbody had

enter.d li: rr,i,r_rrem betbre. Every-
thi n_g 5ern.d ;,-' np1;t-1,' untou;hed. Parts

of ihe nenr,rri.: ,r: f a:hqa" s "rere lving
totalll' separated trom tramlrn.s, \\'e
checked to s.. lf som:i"rd.'. houever
carefully, had malaged to .nrer thise
pathways by' rvalkrng through the sur-

rounding crop - -we rvere unable to detelt
even the slightest indication of human
entry. Not one stem of wheat was even

slightly out of place. We decided not to
enter the more inaccessible parts of the

pictogram.

Slowly we managed to explore the whole
formation. We noticed that some of the
wheat stems in the pathways were still
standing: it looked as if they had been cut
off at aheight of approximately 22tnches,
and the surface of the cut was blackened.
All three of us agreed that this was not
only one of the most remarkable forma-
tions we had seen, but also we were
certain that it was virtually impossible to
imagine even an extremely sophisticated
ground-based hoaxer could have done
this. All tramlines were considerably
overgrown, some of the circles and a few
of the pathways were inaccessible, and in
some places the bent wheat stems of the
pathways were "flowing" around single,
completely untouched stems.

We spent nearly two hours in this forma-
tion. The daylight w'as fading. Sitting in
the largest of the circles we discussed our
impressions and obsen'ations. What did
it resemble most? Was it a symbol? And
if so, what was the meaning? The name
that sprang to my mind was "brain".
Maybe "serpent' is also an adequate, if
not a better name. On the other hand, if
the circles are directed at our human
consciousness, 'brain" doesn't seem too
far off the mark.

The following day, Katharina and I re-
turned to the "Brain". Wehad invited Pat
Delgado to come along and inspect this
extraordixary formation. Pat, who cer-
taurly has seen many beautiful circles
before, was impressed. He too noticed
the strange black marks on some of the
wheat stems, and collected a few samples.

Two young men and two students from

Germany, who had discovered the forma-
tion while flying a microlight, had arrived
shortly before we did. It was interesting
to notice that these visitors too had de-

cided not to enter the inaccessible parts of
the formation, for fear of damaging it.
Only very few people had a chance to see

this amazing pictogram. The field was
harvested four days after we had had the
luck to discover the "brain".

"Sussex Circular" is the official newslet-
ter of CCCS Sussex Branch, free to all of
its members, with an emphasis on Sussex

crop circles and local activities. How-
ever, it also contains many articles of a

more general appeal on circle-related
matters, that other members of CCCS
may like to read. Sussex Circular is an

A5, 12 page booklet published monthly,
and is available for f1.50 per copy (inc
P&P) for anyone interested. Back issues
(from Feb '92) arc available also. Write
to:

Sussex Circular,
14 Bishops Drive,

Lewes,
East Sussex,

BN7 1HA.

should be made payable to
(Sussex Branch).

Cheques

CCCS

MUSIC FOR CROP CIRCLES

By
Andy Thomas and David Swingland

10 soundscapes intended to convey the sense of
awe and mystery of the crop formation phenomenon.
A sincere musical expression for this beautiful and ever
evolving enigma that has altered our thinking forever.

Available from:
14 Bishops Drive, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 LHA

Priced f,7.00 (inc p & p)
Cheques&PO's made payableto "Rising Sun Productions."



Michael Chorost's article "The Summer

of 1991 Crop Circles" was published in
the October 1991 edition of MUFON
UFO Journal. The anicle summarised
the preliminary results of his intensive

scientific investigation of the circles with
part icular re gard to crop and soil s arnplin g
whichhqd never previously been seriously
attempted. This evokcd a scathing review
in Cropwatcher, written by editor Paul
Fuller who has for some years been the
leading apostle of Dr Terence Meaden's
highly questionqble "Plasma Vortex"
theory of crop circle creation. Having
offeredChorost the'fullright of reply" to
this reviq,v of his, Fuller then proposed
publishing an emasculated version of
Chorost's reply to which the latt er did not
agree. He wrote back to Fuller saying:
"Unkss I'm seriously mistaken about the

English language, "full right of reply"
includes the right to reply without having
one's language watered down and one's
supporting data removed. No, Paul,you
may not publish your bowderlization of
my reply." Although Fuller has now
published Chorost's reply in Cropwatcher,
he excludes the section shown here in boW

type and the attached table (this page)
which clearly illustrates the enhanced

radiation effeas within that formation. I
believe that it is important to publish this
reply in full since it is of considerable
general interest (besides showing the
" political " anitude of Cropwatcher when

scientific results conJlict with the CERES
pafi line). Fuller's ottitude is further
emphasised by the magqzine's recent
promotion of the completely untrue
assertion, in order to imply hoax, that at
Barbury Castle "virtually every stem --
millions ofthem--wa$ broken or snapped",
which was simply not the case.--Editor.

Negative reviews are family quarrels by
another name. We cereologists form a

classic dysfunctional family: we hate

each others' guts, but we can't avoid each

other. Strangely enough, we often teach

each other a great deal. In short: than-ks

for thenasty review, Paul; I love you too.

It's decent ofyou to offer the opportunit;'
to reply, though. Sorne of your criticisms
(the lesser ones, mostly) I'11 agree are

valid and well taken. As for the rest, i'll
sorrowfully explainto youjust how wrone
you are.

But first, I want to make a simple poLnt.

Your review was a historic moment m

cereology. It marked the first time one

cereologist engaged at length, il pnnt.
with raw figures published by a nr al

cereologist. That marked the beginning
of a community which talks about open1l

available data. rather than unverifiable
anecdotes and unsupported theories.
Communal analysis brings the self-cor-
recting properties of science into plai.
since errors are discovered faster by groups

than by individuals. You found several

typos: I thank you for alerting me to that
problem, and I am tightening up m).

editing procedures. (The corrections are

listed at the end of this article.) Thus mr.

study and your review together constitute
a new and positive direction for the field.
In the long run, that will ourweight the

fact that your review happened to be

written in attack-dog mode.

There is one other point I want to make.

It has escaped no one's notice that. faults
and all, we North Americans are publish-
ing considerably more usable date than
you are. My report also included a

catalog of200 crop circles, scientificalll

critical information which CERES pre-

sumably has, but has never bothered to
make available. Canada's Chris Rutkowski
has published tables of North American
crop circles which still have no counter-
part on the English scene. My colleagues
and I should be able to publish more and

better data based on the 1992 season, as

rve're working our way up the learning
cun'e. I'll have a few things to say about
*here this will leave you (and CERES) in
the lon_s run, but let that wait; let's turn to
vour review.

Let's start with its centerpiece, its pride
and -1or. the statistics. You reshaped

\larshall Dudley's data into two grand
Ionic columns of counts and Z-scores,
tbllo*ed by a thrrd column almost en-

tirely of 'Not Significant's. " Irt's probe
the foundation of those columns to see

ho* solid it really is.

The foundation of those columns is, liter-
aliy . beneath them: it's the "mean control
readLns' 1'ou printed below them on the
pa_se. \'our Z-scores are based on each

sample's deviation from the mean of the

;ontrol readiags. You arewrong in think-
ms that that mean is a meaningful number.
One erpccts fairly wide radiological vari-
atioo-< ben\een controls from different
area-i. sln.e soils are composed of differ-
en! mi.rtures of elements. Narural emit-
ters su;h a-s pota-isium-10 and radon vary
uidely. Deposits from Chemobyl vary,
dependLng on the vagaries of the weather
uhen the cloud reached various parts of
Englia.nd. The soil's moisture levels make

a considerable difference, since water
absorbs alpha and beta particles. And
recent rarns can wash away or add radio-
active particles. Thus there is not "mean"

SCINTILLATION COUNTS FROM A CROP
CIRCLE NEAR CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Estimated formation date: End Sept. 1991. Table below shows
Counts 1 & 2(with larger vol sorl from same batch), perf'd2Ollll9l.

Batch 1 (inside)

Batch 2 (inside)

Batch 3 (inside)

Batch 4 (outside)

Batch 5 (outside)

Batch 6 (outside)

211

397

298

45

85

59

470

4t5

78

7t



level of soil radioactivity across England

to which all the samples can meamngfully

be compared. The variations from area to

area are in fact quite wide, as a perusal of
the controls will show. Thus vou com-

paredthe samples to a "mean control " that

doesn'texist. So much foryour Z-scores.

But it is meaningful to compare sorl sam-

ples from the same general area, e'-s. the

crop circle and the f,reld around it. That's

what we have to do next year. b1' taking a

large number of samPles from
a crop circle and its environs.

In 1991, we didn't take

enough samples from an1'

crop circle to permit a true

statistical analysis, though we

dismissed variations below

10-12% as likely to be due to

differences in the amount of
soil in the counter. Marshall
Dudley and I said on Page 31

that the variations were "sta-

tistically significant', which
we acknowledge was ovedY

hasty, given that we didn't
have enough data to do actual

statistics. Better simPlY to

say that we were verY in-
trigued by the fact that soil

fromhvo crop circles showed

emissions up t o 198% higher
than their control(s). We
h1'pothesized - and it's a rea-

sonable hypothesis - that soil
radioactivity is relativelY
uniform within an individual
treld. You'll notice that the

rime u,e took two controls,
th:Lr levels were extremely
: .: sc to each other (3.43 dpm
,-: I -+9 dpm). whereas the

:-,. .:ml.e. tiom the respec-

:1 "::-Iartl,tn w'efe SeVefal

l:-! :i :-:,.nt hlgher (4.41
j:: ar: 5 -v ,jpm). Does

that ::;..:. s-,ir=tLmgl It
;oul,j. \f : r: .!i4 * ti1 surelr'

tell.

We alreadl hare v:rme more

data. Let me present some

recent findings made b1

Kevin Folta, a graduate student in mo-

lecular biology at the f nirersitl of
Illinois at Chicago. Kevin took trt'entl-

soil samples from a *'alk around
DeKalb, Iltinois, and tested their radio-
active emissions in a liquid scintillation

counter. (All soils have small amounts

of radioactivity, both from natural and

manmade isotopes). The counts dis-

played a relative homogeneitY: all
twenty samples fell within a range of 50

to 78 counts per minute, a 28-count

spread. Now compare that to scintilla-
tion counts he made on samples from a
crop circle near Chicago (see box oppo-

site).

You don't have to do heavy-duty statis-
tics to see that the samples from inside

tive homogeneity of local areas. Of
courser we have to do this kind of
tes ting in England, and you can be sure
r+e uill.

You cnticize me for not taking samples

from single circles. That's a reasonable

requirement; *'e should try to aover as

many formation types as we can' But it
seems to me that if You find genuine

anomalies in even one complex forma-
tion, then you've got enough to show that

complex formations are not
automatically dismissible as

hoaxes - which would be a

real find. Thus, given lim-
ited resources, we focus on

such. But it's peculiar that in
the same section you saY that

our results "could not have

been inferred to "all" crop

circles that appeared in Brit-
ain in 1991 let alone "all"
crop circles that have ap-

peared throughout the
wodd". You are perfectlY

right in saying that our re-

sults would not support such

an inference. What's odd is

that we didn't make such an

inference. We restricted our

conclusions to the formations
we sampled. I'd like to see

you point to the specific sen-

tences where we made such a

sweeping claim, particuladY
using the word "all", which,
interestingly enough, You
"quote" twice, without cit-
ing a page number.

Statistics and sampling are

important methodological
issues, which you are quite

right to insist on. Now let us

discuss another methodologi-
cal issue, that ofhoax identi-
fication. You try to dismiss

some of our readings by say-

ing that they were taken from
"provably hoaxed" forma-
tions. It is amazing to see

any cereologist claiming.
especially now, to have an

the circle were way more active than the

ones from outside. And the variation is

well outside the 2E-count range of vari-
ation exhibited by the 20 samples taken
around DeKalb. Those 20 samples go a
long way toward establishing the rela-

infallible method of telling the real thing

from the fakes. Where are your control-

led studies of the differences between

plants you've flattened yourself and plants

in "good" crop circles? - to name one

thing you haven't published. You claim

The Barbury Castle Triangle
(r7t7l9r)

Page 13



that the Barbury Castle formation was

'exposedn by CERES as 'displaying se-

verely damaged crop". Where's the arti
cle in J. Met displaying detailed photo-

graphic comparisons of Barbury Castle

with believed "good" circles, believed
'good' but trampled circles' and test

formation you've made yourselfl As a
matter of fact, I visited Barbury Castle

three times, and inspected the plants very

carefully. They lookedjust like the plants

in most other crop circles I've seen. That

doesn' t mean it' s " genuine " of course . As

far as I'm concemed, barring well-de-

fined tests, the status of Barbury Castle is

still up in the air. What we need for hoax

identification is a characteristic signature

which can't be made by physical tram-

pling. Which is just what we're trying to

find.

Incidentally, Terence Meaden led that

CERES team at Barbury Castle. You're
perfectly aware that he was filmed later in
the summer claiming that a known hoax

was genuine. Given that, it's incredible

that you're relying on his visual inspec-

tions. You shouldn't be relying on any-

oners visual inspections, not even yours.

One more thing about Barbury Castle'

My dear Paul, you completely misread

what I wrote about it. Here's what you

said I wrote:-
Even in his own report(page 8) Chorost

states that Barbury "lackcd the ribs and

complex layering usually present in com-

plexformations" yet despite his own res-

ertations Chorost went on to include

Barbury in his analysis. Perhaps this

somewhat curious decision is a prime

etample ofwhat Chorost somq,vhat ironi-
cally terms "political motiYes. "...

You use the quotation to imply that I had

deep reservations about the formation's
genuineness, and that I subsequently

brushed aside those reservations. In fact,

I presented both sides of the debate and

refused to commit myself to either one.

Here's the paragraph where the quoted

sentence appeared:-

The Barbury Castle formation was also

new,, but it v'as anYthing but oval. h
promptly sparked a gigantic debate over

its genuineness. On the minus side, it
lacked the ribs and complet loyering us u-

ally present in cotnplex formations.
Terence Meaden argued in a letter to

Sheldon Wernikoff that an earlY

reconaissance of the formation showed

that it looked like " a thousand people had

trampled it " . One couW susped the army

itself of carrying out a hoax, using roll-
ers, thedolites, compasses, and night-

vision goggles. But on the plus side, the

plants looked the way they do in most

formations a few days oM, still crisply

laid and accurately direaed. The ratched

spiral was especially impressive, since

the plants were laid in numerous arcs and

right angles without a single mess or

miscalculation. Its overall precision was

extraordinary. Many experts, including

Busry Taylor and GeorgeWingftel"d of the

CCCS, believed it genuine. I mYself

thought that if it was a hoax, it was a vetl
skilled one.

The last sentence sums up my judgment:

whatever made it, did it well. That's it,

The absence of complex layering may be

important, but it does not necessarily

mean it was fake, since the phenomenon is

extremely heterogeneous and changes oo

us routinely. Barbury Castle was alto-

getherdifferent from any crop circlewe've
ever seen and it' s quite possible that it had

to be made in a different way. Con-
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versely, the presence of neatly flattened
plants (as I saw them) does not mean it was

genuine. My point was precisely that

such features are not adequate for hoax

identification.

Of course Marshall and I "included the

formation in (our) analysis", since the

analysis discussed the radiation readings
from all of the formations we sampled.

Pardon me for quoting myself again. but
given your reading strategies. rt sccm-s to

be warranted. Here's our analvsis of
Barbury Castle's alphaibeta counts:

The second set of sampies is from the

controversial Barbury Castle formation.
The first time Dudley counted them. the

differences were not significant. Hou-
ever, Dudley recounted the samples nio
weeks later, and got strangely anomalous
results. The total emission lel'els *ere
higher, but expectedly so, since as sam-

ples dry out there is less water to block
alpha and beta particles. However, one

sample, previously 3% lower in alpha
count than the control, was now 31%
lower. The other sample, previouslr
I0% higher in alpha count, was now lJ %

higher. These disparities - one sample

higher, one sample lower- present a per-
plexing challenge to anyone trying to
decide if the Barbury Castle formation is
genuine. The disparities from the control
appear to be significant, but they are

significant in opposite directions. To put
it another way, the anomalies are them-
selves anomalous. Further analysis may
show how they fit into the general pattern,
or fail to. Later, when we have more
cornplete data, we may be able to return to
this set and settle the issue for good(12).

To summarise. The readings presented
"a perplexing challenge to anyone trying
to decide if the Barbury Castle formation
is genuine. " We were not able to "settle

the issue for good.' Further analysis in
the light of future data seemed necessary.

That's a long way from uncritically say-
ing it's the real McCoy. To be sure, I
have my predilections and biases, as does

Marshall, but we submit those biases to
the evidence. Better yet, we publish that
evidence, so it can be examined by people
with other biases.

And what did CERES do with Barbury
Castle? It declared umcompromisingly
that it was a hoax, citing vaguely speci-

fied observations
available to no one

but themselves.
That doesn't im-
press me.

You do publish
some of your
'observations "

though, which is
to say, other peo-
ple's observa-
tions. You rely
heavily oneyewit-
ness testimony to
buttress the hoax
theory. I have in
mrnd the reportby
"JAD" intheNov/
Dec'91 Crop
\\'atcher (p.28)
ciarmrng to have
.een hoaxers make

the formation at

SU 11,1687. In
tact. the lormation
rs at SU 0850
5E55. but never
mrnd that. And
ner er mrnd that
thrs J,AD seems to
\r ant lo remain
aronvmous. Even
if he's n_sht. it doesn't affect our analysis
of the nvo 'fish' formations I sampled in
the area inumbers 4 and 5 on page 30 of
m) report - neither of which are the one

JAD talks about). You yourself point out
in l our rer ieri that it's invalid to general-
ize from one crop circle to all of them.
Cunousll enou,rh, you made this very
error uhen rou claimed that JAD's tale
"impLcate(s) most of the 1991 Wiltshire
tbrmations' (28). It sure doesn't. It
implicates one tbrmation. And that rather
dubiousll .

Dubiousll', because eyewitness testimony
presents certain methodological difficul-
ties. Obviouslr,we have no idea howwell
these e1'ewitnesses interpreted what they
saw. Asy'ou fail topointout, itispossible
that the eyewitnesses accidentally con-
fused cropwatchers or visitors with hoax-
ers, worse still, deliberately falsified sto-
ries in order to produce misleading re-
sults, although I made no suggestion that
this actually occurred.

Another problem with eyewitness testi-

rrFhhrt at FIrs Farm, BeckharnSon

-among thme sampled by Chorut.
mony is that it convinces no oneexcept the

already convinced. Take an example.
There are umpteen thousands of eyewit-
ness reports specifically describing alien
spacecraft and abductions , but they clearly
haven't convinced you that aliens are

visiting the earth. (fhey haven't eon-
vinced me either; I'd have to see them
myself). No matter what eyewibress re-
ports say, they can't transcend their status
as 'Just stories " . Since you rely so heavily
on them, you're vulnerable to any shmo
who scribbles a complete fabrication and

mails it to you for laughs. Hoaxers can

manipulate paper just as well as wheat.
To ground cereology as a science you
need to work with physical things, things
which other people qan sx4mine inde-
pendently.

Which Mrzyglod did. You say that I
"diplomatically ignored" his negative ra-
diological findings in 1981. I did indeed,
for a very sneaky and devious reason: I
didn't know about them. Kindly send me
a copy. Some of our own samples didn't
show radiological anomalies either, a fact



which I most undiplomatically pointed
out (p.12). A great deal depends, of
course, on the specific conditions under
which samples are taken and analysed,
and also on the processes used to make
crop circles. Their energies may vary;
soils may vary; weather may vary; and so

on. We have enormous areas of ignorance
which can be filled in only by large-scale
sampling.

You suggest that future frndings may just
beartifacts of Chernobyl's fallout. That's
a possibility which needs to be taken
seriously, and we certainly shall. That's
one reason why we're using a gamma

spectroscope, since it'll be able to identify
specific isotopes as Chernobyl-produced
or not. However, it seems to us that such

fallout would be reasonably uniform over
areas as small as an individual field. In
that case it would merely add to the
background noise level, being equally
present in all samples.

I think my colleagues and I have got a
pretty good grip on the challenges we face
and the problems we need to solve. We
freely acknowledge that we haven't been

error-free, but we autopsy our mistakes
and learn from them. The fact remains
that we're accumulating a great deal of
useful information. (I would like to
record here that the labours of Marshall
Dudley, W.C.Levengood, and Kevin
Folta have been nothing short ofheroic).
Thus I feel entitled to ask you: where have
youbeen for the last fourteen years Where
are your studies of the soil and plants?
Where is your basic positional data for
other researchers to examin e and analyze?

Where are your f,rgures of how many crop
circles there are, with clear indications of
what you consider crop circles and how
you count them? Where are your climate
charts showing a correlation between cir-
cle formation and theweather? Where are

your controlled experiments in the feasi-
bility of hoaxing? Where, in short, is
your usable data? lt seems ridiculous that
a few lone Americans should be able to
publish more tangible, usable, manipula-
ble data than all the Englishmen in CERES.
You're within your rights to criticise us

for errors with our data; but it's an infi-
nitely greater error not to publish real data
at all.

In closing, I want to return to my discus-
sion of where CERES will be left in the

long run if it continues to hoard its data.

Science is a gift economy; data accumu-
lates around people who give their data

away. Those who hoard it risk being left
out of the scientific economy altogether.
As long as most of its key figures are data-

hoarders, cereology will not Ift itself out
of the muck of proto-and pseudo-science,

I invite you to respond to our implicrt
challenge by publishing some ra*' data.

Without prejudice; until you've got some

real criterion ofgenuineness, you have to
include any shape that's made of flattened
plants. Giving the weather on formation
dates would be a nice start, since CERES
is presumably well-equipped to provide
it. If you left off the relentlessll' ne-rative

criticism and started publishing some ta-

bles, then you might assist cereologr'
rather more in its progress toward true
knowledge.

I thank Marshall Dudley for valuable
advice in writing this response.

Corrections: Sample P's'26.70' should be 36. j[).

and sample R's "23582" should be 19652. \r'e
should have said that sample V's alpha figure tlnc
count) is 17% above the control, not 17% belLiq:
and that 1 B's alpha count is I 02 % above the contrri
tot 45% ahove. Consequently, the tu'o graphs

based on these percentages were erroneous as u e1l.

This has been in operation since N{a1 1st.

It is already proving very popular. par-
ticularly with branch conveners and mem-
bers who for one reason or another have
felt out of touch in the past. I have alreadv
made a number of new telephone-fnendsl
In view of fears originally that a hot-hne
would threaten farmers' and researchers'
work, it's heartening that the most usual

need expressed is simply to knou,rou_eh11'

what is going on - or just to be reassured

that something is rather than to demand

the exact location of formations. If 1'ou
ring the hot-line, and I'm not there in time
to grab the receiver, don't be put off b1'

the answerphone asking you to leave your
number; I will ring you back as soon as I
can, and share our latest information on

numbers, general locations, shapes, etc.
(seeds, roots-and-shoots, and clusters and

lines of circles appear to be a current
theme; there is a general sense of a

'seeding' have taken place in several
parts of the country). Some circles are
visible without entering the fields, and

some farmers are willing to offer reason-

able access. This is information I can
usually pass on. Increasingly farmers
*ish for a low profile though; several
have closed their fields since last season -
apart from crop-damage, visitations by
hordes of strangers (even dedicated re-
searchers) is not easy for them to cope
riith, particularly as there is a deep and

natural need in most people who become

interested rn the phenomenon to visit at

lea-st one formation and this urgency has

;aused some most unlikely people to com-
rmt trespass as of right! I too believe at
heart "the circles are for everyone", in
on. sense. but realise fields areto farmers
uhat our back-gardens are to us - only a
lot more difficult to protect. I strongly
beher e that there are and will be enough
of them 'open" each season for us all to
have the amaztng experience of visiting
thcm uithout incurring negative karma.
So frrst check locally that any formation
\,1u ar. thrnhng of visiting is accessible.

Ii,,,ru ha., e Lnformation or comments for
us. \ ou have the option of passing themon
vra lhr s hotlrle as g'e1l as via the data-base

lGeorSet and \\'essex air surveillance
(Bu-.tl t. \\'e try to keep each other well-
utfuirmed. and benleen us, with the help
of 1o:a1 branches can help to get them
promptly recorded, etc. (I usually have
tlme to chat. too if you want to share ideas

or teelings).

LOCAL BRANCHES

These are becoming increasingly active.
It is only through good local PR that

farmers' co-operation can be achieved

and maintained, and a lot of the ground-
work (taking of fresh samples, etc) can be

done. There is still a need for local
specialist facilities. A list of branch
conveners was printed on pages 19 &2A
of the last Circular (Vol. 3 No. 1). Do
consult this and.ioin your local branch, if
you haven't already, or offer to set one up
(consult Pat Palgrave-Moore) if there isn't
one; you thus get to chat with like-minded
people, form links of mutual trust with
local farmers and find support in follo* -

ing up your own particular interest / re-



On July 17 the CCCS First lnternatronal
Conference, entitled Crop Circles, The

Enigmafor lhe iuineties, urll open at

King Alfred's College ir \\'rnches ter. Thr s

will be an intensive r*'o day proqramm.
of events with international speak:rs a-nC

many different aspects of the circles phe-

nomenon will be addressed.

Accommodation is mainly available Lr

modem single rooms , For resena[rons
and detailed information about the confcr-
ence, contact Beth Davis, Conference Se: -

retary, 1 1B FitzwilliamRoad, Cambndg.
CB2 2BN. (Tel: O223 - 328209).

The conference begins on Fnday July 1-
with registration of attendees at King
Al fred ' s College between 15. 00 and 1 7 . Gl .

There will follow an introduction b1

Michael Green, Chairman of CCCS, who
will also chair the evening session. Ttus
includes talks by Dr Rupert Sheldrake and

Professor Archie Roy. Dinner will be rn

theGuildhall, Winchester, and the Earl of
Haddington is the after-dinner speaker.

On Saturday July 18 the morning session
is chaired by Ralph Noyes and will in-
clude reports on the circle formations
uhrch have been appearing in various
parts of England, in the U.S.A., and in
Europe. The afternoon session will con-
centrate on the scientific evidence for the
authenticity of the phenomenon with pa-
pers by Montague Keen and Michael
Chorost. Also covered will be the struc-
rure of the formations (Stanley Morcom),
phy srological and psychological effects
r Drana Clift and Lucy Pringle) and physi-
;al properties of the formations (Roger
Ta1 lor). Thisis followedby open forum.

ih: er enrng session on Sahrrday is chaired
b" George Wingfield and features pres-
3ntall.ns by Colin Andrews, Jurgen
Krr-nrg and John Macnish. This session

end-< uith video film of the 1992 crop
frrmalrons taken by John Macnish.

Or SlnJar July l9 the morning sessions
ar: :harred by Richard Andrews and the
Earl rf Haddtngton. These include

presentations by St"nley Morcom, Busty
Taylor, Barbara Davies, Pat Palgrave-
Moore, Richard Andrews andleonie Starr
and will cover CCCS fi eldwork, the CCCS
database, and human and other effects in
the formations. The afternoon session,

chaired by Michael Green, addresses the

metaphysical dimension of the phenom-
enon. A presentation on the UFO connec-
tion will be given by Ralph Noyes and one

entitled "The Nature of the Intelligence
behind the Phenomenon" will be given by
John Michell. This is followedby further
discussion and feedback in open forum.

The conference closes at 18.00 on the
Sunday. On the first day it is hoped that it
will be possible to make an excursion by
bus and car to visit local crop formations
in the Winchester area. This, of course,
depends on the accessibility of such for-
mations (if any), farmers' goodwill, the

weather and other imponderable factors.
If feasible, the expedition will be lead by
Richard Andrews and Busty Taylor.

(continued from previous column)

search. Each branch has its own flavour:

for instance, down here in the far South
West, we don't only have thoughtful in-
door meetings and peer through micro-
scopes; some of the Devon Group met the
Cornish Group on the summer solstice at
a pub on the banks of the Tamar. After
scarning the countryside from thevantage
point of Kit Hill, and dowsing some of its
many tumuli, we visited the Callington
badey and wheat circles in a (free) mini-
bus tour provided by a Devon member,
and a coffee-break in the Devon conven-
er's comfortable camper van was fol-
lowed by a lively chase in convoy of an

interesting looking dark patch visible in
deep farrnland across the river. Those of
you who were not present at the deuoument
in the dewpond at Chaddlehanger don't
know what you'missed! As well as bring-
ing friends together, branches, I'm con-
vinced, are an essential part of our crop

cir;le uork. The unique new looseleaf
CCCS Freld Guide, available free to all
bral;h conveners, is a mine of informa-
tron. and also contains copies of our
questionnaires and forms. Ask to see it,
thrnk of b,uy ing it, and please encourage
a,s manv people to use the questionnaires
and send them rn to the research panels.
Pat Palgrave-\{oore, too, needs regular
matenal sent in to him from branch con-
veners tor the branches' newsletter.

PH OTOGRAPHS

\\re are seeking good circles photographs
fbr our archrves. If you think you have
taken some useful ones, it is usually
possible to get an extra set ofprints at a
nomrlal rate when they are developed.
Remember us - a donation of a print would
be wonderful. But we are aware that these

cost money. If you have gone to some

considerable expense (e.g.flying) to ob-

tain them, are not particularly well off, or
are a professional photographer, we feel it
would be appropriate to offer you reason-

able payment for copies of useful prints.
Please negotiate with myself, Michael,
George Wingfield, or a research panel

leader. In all cases the copyright remains
yours.

Offers of voluntary help of other kinds, as

requested in the last Circular are still
much needed - e.g. from pilots (espe-

cially of microlights, to whom branch
conveners mightperhaps lend loaded cam-
eras if they don't fancy the thermals
themselves!) and from scientists. Our
limited funds must be carefully budgeted!

Barbara Davies is the CCCS secretary.
Her phoneifax is 0726 - 83 3465. The
number to call for the members hotline is:

0726 - E3 2367.



Brian Grist loolcs at the
latest in the 'Eyidence'

series.

Keen observers of books on crop circles
will have already noticed that a number of
themhave appeared in the same "squared"
format. Why, we may wonder, are some
books on circles published as squares? Is
there a subliminal messagehere? Do they
symbolise our attempts to square up to the
phenomenon? Well, perhaps. Actually,
publishers are said to prefer this format
for titles in which the photographic or
illustrative content is worthy of empha-
sis. The first of this particular species

was, of cours e, Circular Evidence by Pat
Delgado and Colin Andrews - a fi-ae

production by *y standards. That was
back in 1989 and the title reviewed here is
the fifth nsquaren book on crop circles to
have appeared to date. Whether or not its
appearance is justified is, however, a

matter of opinion.

I must admit to having been intrigued by
the prospect of Pat's debut as a solo
author. I had hoped that he might tell us
more of some of the episodes in which he
has been involved since he first set eyes on
the Cheesefoot Head triplet in 1981.
Would he, for example, finally reveal
precisely why he was virtually alone among
his fellow researchers not to express grave
reservations about the
'WEARENOTALONE" hoax at
Cheesefoot Head in 1986? Would he
reveal more about Operation Blackbird at
Westbury in 1990? And what about the
"Doug & Dave" saga? Would he be
giving his version ofthe events surround-
ing the manner ia wluch he was targeted
for ridicule in a certain newspaper's pro-
motion of Bower and Chorley?

The answer to the above questions is,
alas, no. Doug & Dave are mentioned,
true, but little if an1'thing is said which

adds to our knowledge either of the incr-
dent or hoaxing in general. What we ar.
offered here, in fact, is a brief guide to thc

1991 circles and pictograms, with Par

supplying captions (many of which ar.
alarmingly short) to photographs of van-
able quality. To tell the truth, I find the
book profoundly disappointing on more
counts than available space permits me to
list.

Top of the list, however, is Error. The
Barbury Castle formation, forexample, is

said to have been reported on July 27th -
10 days after it was discovered and 9 days
after its picture was published in the
press. ln at least one case (Kimbridge),
Pat locates an event in a completely differ-
ent place to that where it was allegedly
found. Disturbingly, a number of fea-
tured formations are either suspected or
proven hoaxes and yet he fails to indicate
them as such. This aspect ofthe book is
deeply worrying since it constitutes a

withholdirg of vital evidence. In this
respect I feel that Pat has let his readers
down. Hoaxes will not go away if we
decline to point them out. On the contrary
the culprits are likely to be encouraged in
the belief that they can still get away with
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it. at least as far as Pat Delgado is con-

;erned.

Such clumsy attention to detail borders on

irresponsibility and reinforces the overall

impression of abook hastily assembled in

order to meet a publishing deadline' Sadly,

the further one ventures into these pages

the more obvious it is that the author

frequently has next to nothing of real

interest to say on the subject. Not here, at

any rate. The most contentious part of the

book is the 8 page section devoted to the

odd shenanigans that took place at High-

land, Kansas, in which Pat presents 'evi-
dencen which is bY no means 'conclu-

sive" at all (it is, rather, highly question-

able - see the assessment by Rosemary

Guiley in this issue of The Circular)'

If you enjoy looking at pictures of crop

cirtles then the book will probably appeal

to you, but at fL4.99 I'm inclined to

question whether you're getting value for

money. I mean, do we reallY want to

knowhowPat succeededin getting lost in

his attempt to find the Newton St' Loe

pictogram? "I managed to take the wrong-*-l"g 
once", he writes, "and found I

was heading in the wrong direction"'

Interesting? Hardly. As it happens, I find

the statement quite apt, for this is a book

with too many dead-ends for comfort and

one which offers Conclusive Evidence of

the author' s urgent need of directionwhere

the production of a book worth purchas-

ing is concerned.

Crop Circles. Conclusive

Evidence? bY Pat Delgado'

(BloomsburY, fL4.99)
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END TIMES ?

Another round-up of your letters begins

with this from Chris Green' of 6 Whadden

Chase, Ingatestone, Essex CM4 9HF:

'As I am onlf in my early t*'enties I am

perhaps unqualified to write in detail on

such a sub1ect; however, we can make the

mistake of not seeing the wood for the

trees. so allow me to cover some basic

points as a laYman and novice.

"Some circles are a hoax, some of these

encouraged by national newspapers in

order to spread misinformation and

disrnformation, the objective being to

deflect attention from the subject in gen-

eral. Given the size and complexity, let

alone the remote location of some circles

home and abroad' we must not lose heart

as a result of the propaganda directed at

us. @ho, I wonder, is in the background

pulling the strings?)

'ls it significant that the circles started

here, grew in complexity and migrated to

foreign lands? I feel perhaps it is' UFOs

have been with us many years and yet it is

only in the last fifty years that the phe-

nomenon has manifested itself into the

complex structure we have today - are the

two connected, I wonder? Without ap-

pearing apocalyptic, could these be a sign

of the 'End Times" we may be entering

(or indeed alreadY in?)

"What answers do we get from science?

Few, if any, given the fact they tend to

ignore anything outside the accepted norm'

Unless nature has a sense of humour and

has enjoyed creating pretty pictures in

farmers' fields over the past decade, we

can de out the so-called plasma vortex

theory. Next comes the whirlwind theory'

Yes! PerhaPs this is the answer, for

although it is outside the scope of this

short essay let us look at the Old Testa-

ment, in particular 2 Kings Chaptet 2:

"Then it haPPened, as theY con-

tinued on and talked, that sud-

denlY a chariot of fire aPPeared

with horses of fire, and sePa-

rated the two of them; and Elijah

went uP bY a whidwind into
heaven"- (2 Kings 2:11' New

King James version of the Bible)

'Try exchanging whirlwind for space-

craft and you may be on the right lines'

"I do not feel the true explanation falls

under the realm of established science or

equally is the result of a hugehoax, but the

frrture is an exciting one with many dis-

coveries waiting to be made, a true jour-

ney of discovery.

"If anyone would like to discuss any of the

points I have outlined, then feel free to

write to me at my home address' " (Dated

21st April 1992.)

FREEDOM OF

INFORMATION

The issues raised in this next letter, dated

21 thMay 1992, mighthavebeen resolved

by the time this edition of The Circular is

published - but it's still worth including'

Andy Thomas, Newsletter Editor for the

Sussex CCCS Branch, writes:

"Regarding the flow of information on

crop circle locations within CCCS, 1992

has so far been a big improvement on last

year even if the regular bulletins sent out

to branches and the details given out on

the hotline are somewhat deliberately

vague at times in helping those who actu-

ally wish to see the formations for them-

selves,

nHowever some leading CCCS members,

as was quite clear from the Annual Gen-

eral Meeting in March, still firmly be-

lieve that the less said about circle events

in general, the better, leaving the loca-

tions free for continuing 'serious' re-

search, and lessening fatmer-
antagonisation -- the latter is obviously of



concern, but other reasons for restricting
inlormation I would question.

"The desire for secrecy seems to imply that
members of CCCS cannot be trusted to ob-
serve the code of conduct set down for enter-

ing helds that contain crop formations; this
surely undermines the spirit ofour organisa-

tion - I would like to think that our member-

ship takes cerealogy seriously enough to fol-
low basic regulations.

"No-one, besides the landowner or farmer,

has the right to deny formation access to

another. Who do the agriglyphs belong to ? By

their very nature they are thrown very much

into the public domain for all to see. To hide

them, and keep all knowledge of them for the

select few is to block their purpose and to
cloud their intention.

"scientific research is clearly essential in
attempting to prove the authenticity of the

phenomenon, but it shouldn't override other

reasons and motives for visiting and entering

the circles. Of equal worth to cerealogy have

been the experiences and impressions re-

ported by a variety of people with different
backgrounds to their interest, which have

proved invaluable in forming views as to the

circles' purpose. Denying knowledge ofcur-
rent formations to people on the grounds that

their presence obstructs 'serious' research

immediately creates an 'us and them' situation

that is really not on. The more human beings

that experience the crop circles in the flesh for
themselves, the nearer we will get to formulat-
ing an answer.

"Fears of would-be circle spotters getting

"blown away" by trigger-happy farmers are

surely unfounded, or at least a not very good

reason for withholding location information;
after all, it's actually illegal to shoot at people,
even on privateland, and as I said, I hopethat
CCCS members always respect landowners'
rights : beyond that, any risks that they take

are their own.

"There must be enough isolated formations on

friendly-farmer land that can be kept from

public knowledge so as to allow research into

developing effects weeks after formation. Not
telling of the majority ol circle events would
simply lead to people seeking them out for
themselves in the expected areas of appear-

ance, probably causing moreharm than ifthey
knew exactly where to look. I believe that
CCCS has taken a step in the right direction by
agreeing to release details (if somewhat skimpy

ones) of the latest formations. There are too

many secret societies (particularly among cir-
cles researchers) as it is.

"lf the phenomenon is significant , it will
surely reveal itself in time, with or without our
"research". It's human nature to be posses-

sive, and perhaps it's hard for some to accept

that the agriglyphs may be here for everyone

and not just for the chosen few. We should

allow ourselves - and others- the pleasure of
physically experiencingthe circles now, while
we still have them, and while the enigma is

exactly that, before the whole thing is either
explained away, reveals itself in a stunning
revelation, or simply vanishes; leaving squab-

bles about the need{o-know looking some-

what quaint and rather petty in retrospect."

BISHOP'S SAY

Some very good points raised by Andy there
- and it's a theme taken up by George Bishop
of Cornwall, in this letter (dated 8th June):

" lt is with some disquiet that I write this letter
to your joumal. As a non-member of the
CCCS I have often submitted reports of circle
activity in Cornwall to your database. The
f-rst in i990 appears to be still frltering its way

through your filing system. No doubt it will
surlace someday soon. However, the point
that I q'ish to make is that a lot of valuable
material ought to now lie in your records.
Whv do I get the impression that this is not so?

"BLinkers off. chaps (and chapesses)! You

may be losing a lot of valuable material in your
short-sighted, tunnel-r'is ioned approach to the

problem. I appreciate that vou are probably

following vour o\\'n line c.f enquky and that

you feel on the ONLY TRUE path. but just

think for a moment. ..\\hat if vou are * rong?

I know that this might be a r,lou to rour seli-

esteem. It mightblow holes in the BOOK vou

are going to write with the exclusive matenai
that only YOU are privy to, but thhk *hat a

fool you will look when your book is b1o*'n

wide open. Shades of George Adamskil!

"Yes, you have invested a lot of time and

trouble and money into YOUR research. but
is that any reason to keep it to yoursel{?

" I know ofat least one group that are sitting on

really dramatic evidence of things that have

appeared in corn circles..By the time thev

decide to publish, it will be outdated and

superseded by laterevents. I know of at least

one person who is keeping back information
that might be vital, if somewhat disconcerting,
to circie researchers.

"Time to pull together, forget the self-
aggrandizement and get cracking eliminating
as many of the red herrings as possible.

" I personally think that the growth " iregulari-
ties" found in samples will turn out to be a

perfectly natural response by the injured plant.

The strange crystalline structure of the grain

that is often shown as proof is the samepicture
as the first I saw. If it is genuine, it is

repeatable. The "reaping demon" must be

worn out by now; talking of other earlier

events ought to be demonstrable by producing

theevidence. It's no good sayingthese circles

have been appearing for generations ::;:-
upon one picture.

"Stone circles erected in neolithic corx ---'
cles? Most surviving stone circles aroi: -
here are in the middle of some moorland t:..
is hard-pressed to produce grass, let aii:..
corn. Yes, I know the climate was differe.-.

then, but so was the grain they grew. l\10::
research needed. If circles were comm.:
then, Britain ought to be awash with standn,:
stones by now.

"Enough ofthis non-productive, negative ac-

tivity. How about aplea by a non-member, t'o:

a little sanity and co-operation? Well, I L

settle for a little co-operation. Broaden you:
horizons, make allowances for all theories.

and more particularly CO-OPERATE with
one another. Try to come up with a formula
that will allow recognition for the discoverer
without depriving the rest of the information.
I know that some people have made a lot of
money from their research or from their
"expertise" but just think how difficult it will
be for them to blend into th background if they

are WRONG!

"As a starter for ten, how about asking your

members ifany ofthem have had "black dots"

appear on negatives taken in or around cir-
cles? How many of them have had lights

appear in photos - often looking as ifthere is

a reflection in the lens from the sun? (Not too

surprising, perhaps, but how aboutby night?)
\lre have eight or so in Cornish photographs.

'l kriou'that )ou had a questionnaire/report
form. Hou manv u'ere requested but not

reiur:redl \\'as the recipienttoo embarrassed

tLl retum theml Hou' about some statistical

er'.Jencer Is it there or has it been lost?

' Here s another example of what I mean: I
nctrced that in an article on "Shafts and Other

Lrnear Features", Staniey Morcom expresses

an interest in circles overlaying shaft exten-

sir.ns. There is such a record from July 1991

rn vour database, yet he suggests that such

events have not yet been recorded. No point

in recording information if it is not going to be

used!"

Well, 1!{r Bishop, I can't directly answer the

questions you raise about what's in the data-

base because that's George Wingfield's pror'-

ince (and I don't know the article by Stanlel

l!{orcom you've cited), but I will say this: for
someone who is a non-member of the CCCS.

you seem to expect a lot from the organisatio:r

in return for the subscription fee you haven :

paid - although, ofcourse, all cerealogists u'r
be grateful that you are supplying informatir-'.-.

for the database.

One of the functions of tn" CCCS is to be "
focal point for everyone interested in cr::
circles, no matter what their own viewpt'r::
may be. The membership fee of everv s-:'



,::irer is vitally important; the money goes
: r,'* f,rds funding research, as well as purchas-
ng the hardware necessary to process the
Lnformation gathered. It's an expensive busi-
ness, involving many thousand of pounds -
and as research becomes more sophisticated,
more money for support structures is re-
quired. Those running the CCCS give their
time voluntarily; and yes, compiling the data-
base is incredibly time-consuming. especially
now that many hundreds ofcrop-watchers are
providing information for processing.

On a more positive note, the point about
people hoarding information that they hope
will feature in their own books is well made;
some folk act as though all they have to do is
telephone a publisher, and - hey presto! -
editors will fall over themselves to publish the
work. But it doesn'twork like that, and if I'm
not mistaken this is the point you're trying to
make, although there are two sides to this coin:
there's little to be gained by hoarding informa-
tion in the hope ofgetting published, but at the
same time it has to be recognised that there are
precious few outlets through which aspiring
crop circle writers can hope to be published.
It's a Catch-22. The chances of a flrst-time
writer being published by one of the big
publishing houses arejust about zilch; and the
smaller publishers are increasingly being swal-
lowed up by the big ones. Crop circles are
pretty low on many publishers' lists of sure-
fire winners (with the notable exception of
Gateway Books, run by the indefatigable,
trend-bucking Alick Bartholomew); there are
only three or four magazines dedicated to crop
circles, and heaven knows how many experts
submitting manuscripts for cons ideratio n, Ir' s

obviously not possible for evertthing to be
published all at once - but if *,e had more
money from membership fees. *,e might be
ableto expand The Circular and provide more
column inches - so how about it, N{r Bishop?
Can we look forward to vour membership
subscription in future?: (And it's worth re-
membering that, whatever their origin, many
stone circles were probably destroyed in the
search for building materials as society ex-
panded)

[Dear Ceorge, What's this "short-sighted,
tunnel-visioned approach" which you talk of ?

CCCS embraces all sorts of views as you
know. Admittedly our frling system and
database are far from perfect, but it is not our
fault if we are snowed under with circles data
which we simply do not have the resources to
make generally available. No one is hoarding
the data and no one in CCCS is making any
money out of it. Our work is almost entirely
voluntary and many ofus have spent far more
on circles research than we can ever hope to
regain from the meagre royalties on publica-
tions. As for withholding data, you will find
that nothing has been kept secret and that we
make data available on request as best we can.
How,ever, with limited resources, many let-

ters do not receive prompt replies and this
process may take a very long time. We greatly
appreciate your contributions of dala on the
Cornish circles and also those ofmany others
who have sent us written details, photographs
and diagrams of formations in other parts of
the countrv. --George Wingfield.l

MILK HILL UFO

Next: can anvone help Stephen Alexander of
27 St. Francis Road, Alverstoke, Gosport,
Hampshr.re POll :UG? He writes: "On the
26th Julr' 1990 I filmed a small UFO nearMilk
Hill: r'ou mav hale seen the footage yourself.
The UFO rsmall disc or light) manoeuvered
through the crop before taking off. "

Stephen \\ ants to know whether his UFO was
anrshere near the location of the Milk Hill
inscnption Do you have accurate O.S. co-
ordinales .r Perhaps you could contact him and
pass them on. He 'd also like to hear from
anvone uho is interested in UFOs and crop
ckcles in mv area, so that perhaps wecan meet
and discuss these subjects. His telephone
numL,er is 0705 502560.

Stephen lrrote again more recently, saying:
" Last vear I sent a copy ofmyvideo to Richard
F. HaLnes. an aviation psychologist. He has
rnvestigated UFO sightings, reports and other
evidence for over 20 years. At the moment he
is eramining my video, frame by frame. Mr
HaLnes requested some further information. I
need to conLact thetractor driver Leon Bassent.
The UFO flew over him at one stage in its
tlight. I need to ask him various questions
r+hich relateto theUFO, whichhesawtoo, so
if \1r Bassent could contact me - or ifanyone
knos's Mr Bassent or how I could get in touch
w'ith him, could they conLact me?" (l believe
that the correct name of the tractor driver is
Leon Besant and that he lives in Stanton St
Bernard; ifyou need to contact him try asking
in the local pub or maybe the post ofhce-Ed.)

Peoplemay like to knowthat Jon Erik Beckjord
has a video out called Crop Circles & UFOs,
which contains my footage of the UFO at Milk
Hill. (This is the only video that contains the
full footage.) The video costs $24.95 postage
paid (US funds). It can be obtained from: Jon
Erik Beckjord, Box2534, Malibu, California
90265, USA.

D & D ENCOUNTER

Firally, here's a letter from Julie Varden (now
Julie Wakefield), written in March, in reply to
an enquiry from George Wingheld; Julie was
with a small group of peoplewho bumped into
our old friends Doug 'n' Dave at Cheesefoot
Head last year. Julie writes:

"Here is what we pulie and John, her boy-
friend, now her husband, and friend Nickl
could remember about Doug's statements on

hoaxing. John asked them both what they
thought caused the circles. Dave said he
thought it was all to do with earth energy and
tumuli. Doug, on the other hand, stated it was
all a glorihed hoax and that he thought some-
one would come forward soon. He said the
hoaxers stood to make a lot of money out of it.
Doug continued saying that he even thought
the circles abroad were hoaxes.

"We said, "We11, how do you explain how
circles appear in rice paddy fields?" Doug
replied adamantly "They drain thewater out! "
At this point we all burst into laughter and said
we really couldn't imagine that lots of Japa-
nese peasants would want to destroy their crop
helds for fun. Dave retorted: "They're
probably told to do it by people higher up".

"It appeared to us that Doug was the engineer
of the whole scam and that Dave wasn't fully
involved until after that night of the 20th
August. Dave never once mentioned hoaxing
and even enthused to me about some of the
beauties of 1990. Doug, on the other hand,
was much more determined that it was all a

hoax and had an air ofindifference about him.
Doug tended to monopolize the conversation
and even interrupted Dave at times; it was
almost as though Davehadn'tyetbeen briefed!

"Regarding the petal formations and their
authenticity, we'd just like to say again that
Nick is convinced that the hrst petal forma-
tion, which he discovered, was 100% genu-
ine. Though being an artist he is meticulous
about detail and he scoured the formation and
held for signs of human entry. The only
footprints in the field were his, and although
it was drizzling he decided to remove his
footwear upon entering the formation so as not
to damage the pristine floor pattern. "

Last word goes to Lucy Pringle, who would
like to hear from anyone who has observed,
photographed or documented secondary
growth - or stunted growth, at sites where
circles have previously been seen. Write to
her at: 5, Town Lane, Sheet, Nr Petersheld,
GU32 2AF.

And that's it for another issue. Thanks for all
your letters - keep them coming! The address
is:- Bob Kingsley,SS Kings Road, West
End, Woking, Sumey GU24 9LW. I look
forward to hearing from you.

FOR A LIST OF OITICIAL
RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS ON

I]FOS AND MIND CONTROL
OPERATIONS AND MANY
SUCHTOPICS, SEND S.A.E. TO:-

A.Victorian
P.O. Box 99
West PDO

Nottingham NG8 3NT.



THE TRILLING NOISE

ColinAndrews replies to suggestions by a
CCCS member Mr Ken Brown in The

Cerealogist that the sound heard in June

1989 during Operation White Crow was

nothing more than that of a small bird -
the grasshopper warblcr. Since I was

present myself during these events I can

confirm that such an explanation can

hardly be entertained seriously and is

totally at variance with the faas. Mr
Brownhas ignored almost all ofwhat has

previously been wrilten in boolcv d.es crib ing
this episode * and eitherfaikdto question

the six people present and the three who
joined them later, or he has disregarded
their evidence. Yet we must consider the

possibility that the sound recorded on that
night some time afier these events may
include, or be similar to, that of the

gras shopper w arbler tho ugh I nry s elfw oul.d

say that recordings of the bird, to which
I've listened, are different.. --Editor.

Before writing this article at the new CPR

office in Branford, CT, USA, I have

discussed by telephone with Maria Ward,
a researcher in England, the contents ofa
piece written by Ken Brown which was

recently printed in the Cereologist
Magazine. His article concerned the

source of peculiar sounds which have

been heard and recorded at least twice in
the vicinity of the crop circles.

Ken Brown satin on manyof the meetings

held by the Cheesefoot Head Circle
Group, (a small circles research group

based near Wi:rchester, Hampshire) and

made clear by his attitude and manner that

hewas not an unbiased researcher but was

determined to prove the whole thing a
hoax (and at the earliest possible
opportunity). Shortly before Christrnas

last yearheasked mepersonally for copies

of all the sound material in my possession.

I refused simply because of his obviously
dismissive attitude. I had then the distinct
impression that I was talking to a man who
could become one big bag of nails at some

poiat in the future. Although I have

always beenwilling topromoteall possible

scientific avenues of investigation into
this mystery, and on some occasions, the

not-so-scientific, I see no advantage in
spending valuable time with someone

*,6ess mind is already made up. Brown
talks as if there is some deliberate attempt

to cover up the true facts.

After graphic sound analysis at several
laboratories, he believes that he has

identified the source of the sound which
was recorded at Operation Wite Crow as

being that of the Grasshopper Warbler
bird. In hrs article (Cereologist No. 6,
Summer 1992), Brown seems intent not
only on casting aspersions on the
legitimacy of the sound but also on my
own personal integrity. He correctly
states that the original sound which was

recorded at Operation Wite Crow was
subjected at my request to extensive
graphic analysis and sound enhancement,
producinganaltered sound to the listener's
ear. He then incorrectly states that : 'This
changed sound is what Colin Aldrews
introduces at his lectures with the words:
'This is the sound heard', though rn fact
the graphic analysis has made the true

originally recorded trilling noise
unrecognisable. "

"It is interesting to note
that very similar sounds
have been reported and
sometimes recorded
during UTO activity".

Anyone who has ever attended my lectures

knows that I always introduce the tape by
saying that the audience will first hear a

segment of the sound as recorded, followed
by a segment played at 50% reduction of
the recording speed after graphic analysis.
The sound before and after analysis, is

broadcast in each lecture. I take great

exception to this smear and Mr Brour ,

untruthful questioning of my integrity'hu:
even more to his attempt to distort tL:
actual facts. Most of us want only to g.:
at the truth of this mystery, and it is on.
which seems to make skeptics such as Ker-

Brown react in a mysterious wai
themselves. However, since it is important

to try to understand all the facts of the

situation, let us consider the whole story

beforejumping to the derisory conclusion

that it is all explained by a small bird.

Those who have read my book Circular
Evidence will know that it w'as in a field
near the village of Kimpton, Hampshire,
England in June 1987 where I first heard

The Sound. While the circumstances
were bizarre to say the least, I think we

could be missing important knowledge if
we ignore what happened.

I was alone and had walked several metres

into the cereal crop from a nearby ring
which had been spotted by light aircraft
pilot Busty Taylor. I placed my hands

together and thought "God, if only you

could give me a clue as to how the circles
areformed". Immediately, and only about

two metres in front of me, The Sound

began to be emrtted. At first, this
eiectrostatic. or crackirng, cricketJike
sound u'as at a low level, but withil
seconds had become so loud (approx. 200

decibels) as to fnghten me. Having had

no other r.r'itness to that experience, it left
me tor nvo years hoping that others would
believe my version. Then, in 1989.
githin rveeks of each other, there were

t\ro more occurrences of very similar
sounds, starting with events at Operation
I\hite Crow.

During the closing hours of the operation.

which I planned, TheSoundw'as witnessed

by more than six researchers. It arrived

close to a crop circle in which we were

sitting 350 metres east of the observation

cameras and control vehicles. It w'as

shortly after midnight, the sound movec

around us with linear and non-randon
movements which suggested purposir.
behaviour. It left the area several minutes

later, going towards the east from wtu;h
direction it had come. At first light. "
Hampshire Police vehicle stopped at ou:



control point and reported a new ringed
circle on the brow of the hill from which
direction the sound had approached and
then returned.

Several hours had elapsed since the sound
had first been heard, and dawn wasiust
breaking, when George Wingfield, who
was one of the surveillance group,
suggested that we drive back from the
control point to the circle. I agreed,
taking my tape recorder with me. We
jrr-p"d out of my car, having driven off
the now quiet A272 major highway and

up a farm track, when we heard again
what seemed to be the same sound. We
walked towards it, recording as we went.
It is this recording which Ken Brown has

analysed and believes to be a Grasshopper
Warbler.

The third appearance of the sound occurred
two weeks later during an interview of Pat
Delgado and myself by BBC Television in
a crop circle at Beckhampton, Wiltshire.
The mysterious sound recorded was
received as a radio signal from the radio-
microphone which Pat was holding as he

Colin Andrews and Dr Terence Meaden in discussion during the
planning of Operation lVhite Crow.

stood in the middle of the circle. @oes
Pat Delgado perhaps keep a pocketful of
Grasshopper Warblers ? --Ed.)
Simultaneous with the signal being
received, all the fault lights flashed on on
their new computer-controlled television
camera. The camera had to be rebuilt
following this recording.

So, the sound that we've experienced
appears to exhibit a quality ofpurposive
behaviour, has a component of psychic
interaction and has the ability to transmit
on radio frequencies, interfering with
electronic equipment. None of this is
consistent with the abilities of birds. The
BBC graphic sound analysis of the
Beckhampton recording concluded that it
was a radio signal from an unknown
source w'ith a harmonic oomponent of 5. 2

kHz (identical to the frequency recorded
at Operotion Wite Crow,). Further
analysis done by the Jet Fropulsion
Laboratories and by Dr Robert Weiss,
who analysed the Watergate Tapes,
concluded that it was an "artificial" sound

resernbtring signals from weather detection
instrurnents, most certainly not that of a

bird.

It is interesting to note that very similar
sounds have been reported and sometimes
recorded during UFO activity. I was

recently given a tape by Lindy Tucker and

Dr Steven Greer, head of the CSETI g

project, of a recording which compares
favourably u,ith these sounds which appear
to be associated with the crop circle
phenomenon. Also, an Aboriginal Elder
whom i met recently in Australia was
quick to point out that they too are famiiiar
with this sound. It is in fact very sirnilar
to the sound the Aborigines make as they
attempt contact with the sky spirits by
whirling round the bora device over their
heads. I think it is important that we are
willing to stretch the imaginative capacity
of our minds so as to consider all
possibilities when searching for a truth
that may lie outside our present limited
base of knowledge.

* The Crop Circle Enigma, edited by
Ralph Noyes (Gateway Books, 19X));
The l-atest Evi-dence by Pat Delgado &
Colin Andrews @loomsbwry, 19X)); The

UFO Report 1991, editeA by Timothy
Good, (Sidgwick & Jackson, 1990).

$ CSETI, Center for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (P.O.Box
15401, Asheviile, NC 28813. U.S.d.)
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The crop circle phenomenon has, during
the last thirteen years ofpatient investiga-
tion, raised many more questions than it
has provided answers. A plethora of new
aspects have arisen from it's manifesta-
tion that have hitherto become the topic
for a mountain of controversy, quite apart
from any which engulfs the subject of the
circle's themselves. Two of these aspects
which merit investigation in their own
right, are the aerial phenomena and the
acoustic phenomenon, which have
in many cases, either preceded or
accompanied known circle events.
However, it is the latter "unknown"
which concerns ushere - the acous-
tic effect.

The "trilling" noise, "cricket'
noise, or "electrostatic crackling"
noise, as some researchers prefer
to call it, has nowbecome synony-
mouswith the crop circlephenom-
enon. Especially since its im-
promptu recording by the BBC at
Beckhampton during 1989. The
first experiential evidence for the
noises presence however, came

from Colin Andrews, who wit-
nessed its effect whilst visiting a

field at Kimpton in Hampshire on
June 30th 1987. Since that tirne many
others, circle and non-circle people alike,
have been on the receiving end of this
pulsed clicking, for themselves.

Evaluation of the clicking or trilling by
researchers has subsequently proved dif-
ficult, due largely to its seemingly tran-
sient and discriminatory nafure, and also
one suspects, becauseofa 'trickster God"
t1'pe of quality which seems toknowwhen
one is without the necessary recording
device. This makes in-depth analysis
ertremely difficult, as only a few genuine
recordings of the circle "noise" exist at
thrs time.

Erplanations have of course been offered
t,r a multitude of "experts", who believe
thel have cracked the circle egg, so to

speak. These explanations have so far
included the incessant chirruping of Eu-
ropean crickets, the presence of 'anti-
gravity" mechanisms (UFO's), and the
high voltage buzz of overhead power
lines. The latest in this cascade of guess-

work, poiat a shaky, accusing finger at a
feathery culprit - the Grasshopper War-
bler (locustella naevia) - better known
within ornithological circles as the
"Gropper".

This particular bird migrates to England
from Africa during April and vacations

hereuntil September. It's preferred habi-
tats are weedy fields, u,et or dr1' fens and
marshes, heathlands, moorlands and other
dense vegetative areas. Groppers can

inhabit dense hedge-rows which surround
cereal crops, but only occasionally have

they been found nesting in the crops
themselves. Mainly because field crops
do not grow in sufficient densities for the
birds' purpose of ground nesting. How-
ever, in recent studies some Groppers
have been discovered nesting within oil-
seed rape, which grows in a suitably
tangled fashion perfect for the birds' breed-
ing requirements. Of primary importance
to us, is the song of the warbler and how
it compares with the circle trilling.

Groppers actually possess two quite dif-
fering songs. The first known as "sub-

song" is maintained by birds which have
not established a breeding territory. This
sub-song consists of between five to six
bursts, each lasting one second. The
bursts are sung together in groupings of
twoorthree. Thesoundofthis particu-

lar song is best phonetically described as

'tchick" and is also used, in an accelerated

form as an alarm call. However, it is the
"full-song" of the Grasshopper Warbler
which is the subject of this more recent
attempt at trying to explain the so far,
inexplicable.

The full-song canbelikenedto a mechani-
cal clicking sound, inde€d most omi-
thologists describe this song as like the
reeling sound of a fishing line. The song

itself consists of aunique one minute "in"
breath. The high pitched reeling quality
of the full-song creates the illusion of
ventriloquistic abilities on behalf of the
si-nger. Horvever, the Gropper cannot
acrua111'thro*'its voice, as has so often
been stated uithin recent months.

No doubt, some have heard this
same reeling whilst present in or
near circle sites. Given its unusual
tonal quality, one could be for-
given for believing it to be some-

thing which originates from an

unnatural source. Many individu-
als have probably even recorded
this song. in the belief that they
have captured the mysterious cir-
cle noise itself. There is some

confusion at present, because it is
clear from the many "ear" witness
reports and recordings, that re-
searchers are faced with two con-
flicting acoustic effects. On the

one hand, there are reports of a

pulsed trilling, 1or.,'-pitched in qual-
ity, sometimes contiluous, some-
times appeanng in rapid bursts.
This effect is more usually physi-

cally "heard" by an1 * rtness to it. On the

otherhand, there are r.ports ofan electri-
cal effect, that can onlr be heard by radio
receivers, but *Lu;h rs "t-eit" by wit-
nesses, as \\'as th. case with the
Beckhampton noise Ln 1989.

The latter effect can in no waybeconfused
with the son_s of a little bird. The former
effect. ho* ever, can be and probably has

been mrsinterpreted as such. Some re-
cordings are undoubtedly that of a Grass-

hopper Warbler in full-song --and very
nice they are too. This does not prove that
all such recordings of the circle clicking
are one and the same. We are still faced

with an anomaly: that anomaly being the
nature of the initial effect. The trilling,
clicking or electronic sparrow, whatever

CA}I'T QUITS
YOU... , 
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on. \!ishes to label it, can be heard at any

trme both during day and night hours.

Groppers however, more usually sing at

dusk and dawn, although unpaired males

can sometimes provide the exception to

this rule.

The trilling effect sometimes appears to

encircle awitness to it. sometimes appcar-

ing to be overhead at its climax and then

ceasing abruptly. Groppcrs n.rcr 'ing
during flight - neither are they' invisible.

Both circle acoustic effects are seemingly

directional. That is to sa\', that one can

move out of range by walkin-u a ferv feet

in one direction, therebl' ceasing to feel or
hear the effect. To m1' know'ledge,

birdsong does not exhtbit this discrimina-

tory behaviour. A sound. is a sound, is a

sound, after all and can be heard u ithin an

overall range from its point of origin.
This is not the case with the circle trilling
or electrical effects.

Quite apart from these behavioural differ-

ences, which I may say, seem conclusive
enough in their own right, there are scien-

tific aspects which need to be considered.

Recent analysis undertaken at the Bntish
Library of Wildlife Sound, has shown a
difference between the two acoustic ef-
fects, that is bird and circle. When both
sounds were slowed down to half speed,

there was an incompatibility of 300 hertz.

This divergence obviously becomes greater

when slowed to one quarter speed (600

hertz), and so on. Slowing down any

sound will provide a fingerprint of it,
suitable for comparison. Similarity was

evident - but the results were not identi-
cal. Perhaps a case of similarity breeding

contempt.

Richard Ranft, who carried out the analy-

sis could not explain the nature of the

circle noises, when compared w'ith that of
the Grasshopper Warbler. He readily
admitted that a certain bias torvards a

natural origin for the noise, w'ould be

evident in his appraisal, but that - and I
quote: " I cannot say one hundred per cent,
that this sample (the circle noise) is a

Grasshopper Warbler. But in rny opin-
ion, they are similar". There's that word
again.

It could be of course, that both of the

circle noises clriginate from the same

source. It may even be possible that the

ability to "hear" the eiectrical effect (as

recorded at Beckhampton) is only present

in some individuals. It has recently been

suggested that when we witness the "trill-
ing", we are not actually hearing it, but

that we are receiving it via a direct route

into the brain. This could create momen-

tary confusion, whilst the brain decides

whether or not we are actualiy hearing a

noise at all. Put another way, we could
become the receivers ourselves of this

ele,:trical effect: human radios. This
suggestion could resolve the differences

betw'een the lwo circle acoustic effects. It
could also account fbr the sense of panic

Comparison of the Gropper full-song with the circle trilling noise, at half speed. Note the lack

of tones in the upper band of the circles trilling noise, when compared to the Gropper. Also

the density of lower frequency noise in the trilling which is absent in the Gropper's analysis.
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that many witnesses describe. What we
can be certain of, at this point, is that a
tiny warbler cannot have this effect.

It would seem then that the trilling and

electrical noises, so often associated with
the crop circles, have not been satisfacto-
rily explained at all. And that the poor
Gropper received the blame for some-
thing that it could not do. This was not a
Gropper in the dark - but perhaps it was
more a grope in the dark that gave rise to
Ken Brown's claim.

Finally, the trilling noise is not restricted
to crop circle locations. I, myself, have
witnessed this same acoustic effect during
two separate UFO sightings. Many oth-
ers too, it would seem, have also had this
privilege, as both written and recorded
evidence exists. Indeed, one such record-
ing has been simultaneously analysed us-
ing spectroscopic displays and oscilla-
tors. Both proved to be identical.

Personally, I never felt inclined to frame
a little bird for the dirty deed in the first
place. Why can't we just accept for the
moment, that there are rruuly things be-
tween heaven and earth that we cannot
explain? Must we tread the same self-
deluding paths as a group of eight French
scientists who declared to the world and
BUFORA in 1990 that all crop forma-
tions had been created with a garden
roller.....?

One should, after all, base any final as-

sessment ofunusual phenomena not upon
theory, but upon experience. Was it not
Francis Bacon who uttered the sceptic's
credo. 'for what a man would like to be
true, that he more readily believes.... "

What do you believe......?

RITA GOOLD SAYS...

"Having heard that Ken Brown claims the
trilling noise which we all heard atWhite
Crow in 1989 was a Grasshopper War-
bler, I can only say that I find this typical
of the attitude of certain people decrying
the crop circle scene. To make such an
outrageous claim that a tiny bird could
have been responsible for this extraordi-
nary event can only mean that he did not
research it in full or else he failed to
interview any of the people present. Why
doesn't Ken Brown interview those who
were there or debate the matter with them?
Whatever this was could not possibly

have been a bird and those of uswho were
there are in total agreement on this point. "

l\{eria's Post*ript : Shortly after completing this article,
sevenl thinga occuned which I felt nositated further
comentonthe subjectof the Grudropper Warbler ard the
circlq sound. Fintly, I rrceived two independent ualyss
(one from within Britain ard one from the USA) which
compared the circle soud m reorded at \trthite Crou, ir
1989, and that rtroded by myself over the lmt 2 r'en.
with the warbler'e full-song. One of the tape ued durirg
malysis wru provided by Ken Brown. It wro said to be a
rrcording of the CrushopperWarbler'jut for compan-
son'. The ualysis, however, quickly eho*,ed that this
smetapehadb@nedited. Thatis, thesong of the x'arbler
had tren ptaced rre other eoulds alr*d)' prsent oo the
tape, Two rffiom were given for lhis concluion;-
l.There is no rcho or d@ay to the warbler aong aod there
is no depth to it, which would indicate a sound source r en
close to the nicrophone, say 2 in., at the tine of reordirp
--udike theother soundsonlhetape, which include singhg
birds, a barking dog md a mysteriou srcond lou,-pit:hed
"buing'noise.
2.At the end of the warbler's aong and before tle srcond
noise is hqrd. there is a noticsble 'click' which u'ould
point to a pirce of audio equipment being tumed off.
One now hm to rok - if this recording wu for comparison
only, why wm it necssary to edit over other sounds with
the warbler song? A blmk tape, surely would be beuer?

Ard whatoftresecord soud rcurce-why is itthere? W}lat
iB it? It most def,nitely is !g! a bird.
If -- and I do say 'if-- this sme tape hm ben ued in
malysis ro 'circle noire' ud tlen later identfied u the
song of a Grushopper Warbler, it wouLd be shmeful. As
it is. of coune, thesong of the warblermd could be nothing
else. If bowever, this tape wu jut for comparison
purpose, then itwould be nice to krow yly itwm edited?
Either way, qustiotr remain that require clarification.
My own in-depth malysis hru proved, much to my
constemation md yet satisfaction, that the White Crow
recorded noise is probably the song of the Gropper. I will
give credilwheregood rsarchcredit isdw, to MrBrown,
for rmching the sme concluion. However, there are
factoro remaining which need careful considemtion - the
other side of the story. . . .. It is possible that at the time of
recording the White Crow noise, a Grushopper Warbler
wro alrc rrcorded. The circle trilling ro I know from
experience, is of a lower pitch thm the warbler song. It
could have been 'drowned out' by the latter. The malysis
atSusexUnivereity may have filtered outttrewrong sound
source - ttre stronger one, brcaue of its higher pirch and
prorimiry* to ltre microphone. Also beause the birdsong
hro a tonal quality that is more dirrct. Wherm, the circle
noise tends to be more ofa 'sound around". which makm
rcording it ertremell difficult.
Fufihemore. if this malvsis do* prove that rhe \lhite
Croq noLse /or rierhaps just one of themr u the song of a

tmr bird - * ith lug: the :ue li t,elio..Lil -,lE lil\ i :.i:i
thi: m m,id:n:: it nlas t:: n:!i: '!:: :::-:, :: -.
aaoutt; aIla.:! lii t': igi!: : tl- f, : : :; :.:i :::a : - : :- : : r,rj

Brosl it u,r:Il !:.r r L ::,::-: ::i:: ::. Tte
CermlogiS Lr lu-,1 :- :: :: :.::.: l:-r: -:::-::i
togeth(r. n-lujrg . -.i:: r: :- i. -- - ::- -.:

erperien-eoI'.t.\a-:-.--*::.. r---. .-:.,
ling nose. .{tlhuJeh ne lL - i- :. : i - - j.
Haddirgton. that nc -u:..: .. \:.a - r.r -:-. ..:- :-:-.
(t}leBek}lmptonsoud \hlie i spphc i:.:t ::r=:::
I mwt take ercep(oo to the labr iLnr cf rll .-: : =: ::':::
ro being the song ofa birc Ther m .: ::::^ i :-: i
I myself have rrcordhgs taped at Ea.t K;m:tr : l:'': I -.:
earlier at Alton Bame m 1990. \eithe r of r:-< :::::.
ings, following malvsis. have proven tc b< 5: :::: :: sr
known bird, cricket, etc. Thel are icr ,h: ;::::'.
UNXNOW),IS md will probabll remair r,r \{: !r: ::
would seem to have forgotten. that the ssue :: ss: s '-i^-:

validity of the \trrhi1e Crou, re'-orded noE: aal r,rln.
relif of my' other acoutic effect If r-bs . r:rir. r
conceded, his further beliefthat u 'so ;altr:d e rp:rs' r ..rr
from a 'poorly rqmrched broe' - s a,]so qulte u:Llnt \\'e
have sought the aid of sciencc md in th6 on. LTt$:e,
ecience hro provided u with m mq eri s e do Dot ha\ e to
like it, but it is right that u,e publish th*e lmdirgs a*1
accept ttrem. Denyiag ml relevut 8cieDtt[c r*qr:h.
would be providing circle sceptics like )v{r Brown. u,iti a

stick to bat u with. Penonally, I u,ould mtler have mv
teeth pulled I

At the end of the day, the circls phenomenon is ral md
so are variou acoutic phenomena usociated with it. Both
remain - molved.

In Lus new book, Crop Circles: Conclu-
siv'e Et'i-dence 7 (reviewed on page 18).
\{r Pat Delgado describes an alleged U.S.

_sovernment cover-up of a pictogram at
Hi_ehland, Kansas (population approxi-
matel\' 1,000), said to have taken place in
September 1991 . Mr Delgado says he
learned of the case from an American
rnformant uho claimed to find what ap-
peared to be a partially destroyed picto-
gram measuring one-quarter-mile long by
forty feet *,ide in a farmer's field on the
morniag of September 26th. Govemment
"men in dark suits " and unmarked tankers
and vehicles were ofl the scene. Accord-
ing to Mr Delgado, the men and vehicles
were from the CIA. The pictogram alleg-
edly was preceded the night before by a

display of anomalous coloured lights over
the field.

Subsequently, various individuals in the
U.S. have attempted to verify the story.
but without success. Recently. an mves-
tigation \\'as undertaken t'r \{r \launce
Schu.alm. the \1L.lq:si Colrdmator for
the Centr; r:,r \ -.r:h .\m:ncan Crop Cir-
:l: -(::;r;s. a-n j ,.rho rs based in Kansas
l::.. !-; :--unj no evidence to support
;trr:r if : :-..urrenee of apictogram, orof
{ 3.r.:tir! b) the U.S. government or
4.r:n. .1se to obliterate a crop circle
:- r:rutron.

\1r Sch*alm spoke with numerous indi-
\ lduals. including Mr Delgado's inform-
ant. 'C.M", a woman from Lee Summit,
\f rssouri, a suburb of Kansas City; Linda
Gan'in, a truck driver who is based in
Highiand; Dr W.C.Levengood of
Prnelandia Biophysical Laboratories in
Grass Lake, Michigan; Scott Corder;
'L.S. ' , a psychic from Kansas City; the
editor of the local newspaper, The High-
land Vidette; a spokesperson from the
Doniphan County sheriff's office;-W.C.', a farmer in Highland; and a

reporter for the Kansas City Starwhohad
covered crop circle activity in the vicin-



ity. None of the individuals could con-

firm the existence of an aclual pictogram.

What can be verified is this: a larse area

approximately the size and shape of the

alleged pictogram was ploughed b1. local
law enforcement authorities in iarmer
W.C.'s corn field northeast of Highland
in October 199 l. This acti\ it\ \\as con-

ducted during the daytime over the course

of about one week, and rla-r part of a

murder investigation. The treld had been

first bulldozed in 1990 ghen a search

began for the bodies of the vi;tircs of a

mass murder suspect. \1an rn In in. Irvin
grewup near farmer \\-. C,' s fi elci. Bodies

had been found there, The authorities
returned to the srte to drg again in 1991,

but found no additronal brrdies.

Mr Delgado reportcd that the alleged
pictogram teaturcd -pafll)' recognisable
letters, figures and other shapes". In the

shapes were seediess ;r.rn husks that were

almost white. \1u;h oi the crop forming
the shapes was f'latten:d and swirled in the

manner that C.\f . had seen in crop
circles elsewhere " 

.

According to tarmer \\'.C. his field is
often used by 1'ouths as a nrght-time party
site. Satanic and occult ntuals have been

reported to take place rn the area. Thus,
it is possible that l.ouths may have been

attracted to thc murJcr Lnvestigation ac-

tivity, and condu.'ted nruals which in-
volved tracing letters and shapes on the
ground - an intrinsic part of ritual magic.

It is also possible that some of the parts of
the alleged pictograms were merely the
swirled turn-arounds of a combine. Turn-
arounds leave some crop standing, and

the husks of this standing crop do tum
white.

Farmer W.C. said he saw no anomalous
lights in the sky during the time period in
question. (The area is not far from the
It{issouri River, and natural "river lights"
are reported from time to time, although
.u;h lishts mrght not be visible from his
:.:m There is a link, however, befween
a r,: ssrble UFO sighting and the story of
lh; ::.-l:_sram. In the spring of 1991,
tru:k j:r'':r Linda Garvin was driving
along I:rerslaie 80 near Reno, Nevada,
dunng ihe daltime. and saw what ap-

peared to L'e sir unexplained lenticular
cloud-lke shapes in tormation in the sky.
She relal'ed this to her friend. C. C. , who

is also a friend of Mr Delgado's inform-
ant, C.lt{. Ms Gan"in stayed in Highland
on September 23rd 1991.

C.M. confirmed to Mr Schwalm that she

and C.C. had visited a farmer's field
where they saw a large ploughed area

about one-half mile long (contrary to the
previous report of one-quarter-mile long).
They took photographs and made dia-
grams without interference. C.M. took a
soil sample from the ploughed area and

sent it, along with some photographs, to
Dr Levengood. There was no control
sample. According to Levengood, tests

on the sample were inconclusive. He
showed the photographs to an agronomist
colleague, who opined that the swirled
areas, alleged to be "grapeshot" circles.
were merely combine turn-arounds.

Highland is the hometown of Scott Corder,
a physician whose involvenrent in the

UFO field has been controversial" Mr
Corder no longer lives in Highland, FIe

told Mr Schwalrn that he knew nothing
about an alleged pictogram, but had re-
ceived a phone call from L.S., the Kansas

City psychic, who told him that some-
thing strange had taken place on Septem-
ber 29th in a field near Corder Hall, part
of the community college at Highland.

L.S. relayed to Mr Schwalm a second-

hand story about three friends of hers
from Kansas City who were instructed by
precognition to visit this field during the
night (it is unclear whether it is the night
of September 25 ar September 26) to
witness a UFO display. The purpose of
the display was to send a message from
"the sky people" to Mr Corder that he was
on the right track concerning UFOs, and

was also to provide a "cosmic reply" to
the Doug and Dave crop circle hoax
scandal, a message intended to comfbrt
Mr Delgado. Six "vehicies of light"
supposedly appeared and shot beams of
light to the earth. The next morning, FBI
agents allegedly wene swarming ovei" a

pictogram that included letters and nurn-
bers.

This story can be laid to rest by the fact
that there is no field adjacent to Corder
Hail. The community college is in the
middle of town across the street from a gas

station.

The conclusion that the "men in dark

suits' and the tankers and vehicles are

from the CIA reportedly is based upon a

computer check of licence plate numbers
recorded by C.M. and C.C. at the scene.

Mr Delgado told a colieague in England
that a computer check had shown the
numbers to be untraceable. C.M. said
nothing to Mr Schwalm about a cornputer
check, but said she "knew" the numbers
were untraceable.

Presuming that a pictogram were to oc-
cur, and the CIA were to attempt to cover
it up, it is unlikely that the effort would be

so untidy as to permit witnesses to take

photographs and jot down untraceatrle
licence plate numbers. According to an

ex-Pentagon source known to Mr
Schwalm, it would be more characteristic
of the CIA to use local authonties as a

blind, and have such ohvious things as

licence plate nurnbers traceable to logical
identities. The source further said that he

and a group of ex-Prntagon assocrates

have investigated sirnilar rumours of crop
circles covered up by the U.S. govern-
rnent, and none have treen substantiate<i.

It appears that the fictrtious pictogram
story arose frorn various diverse factual
elemerts. On February 21 I telephoned
Mr Delgado, but he declined to discuss

the l{ighland case since details were due

to be pubiished in his forthooming book.
Indeed, there may be evidence to support
the pictogram story which is yet to come
to light, but at present the evidence to
hand does not support the existence ofany
sort of crop formaticn and its subsequent

cover-up by government agents.

A hologram of crop circle formations
commissioned from artist Caius Hawkins
by Warwick University will be on display
at the Science Museum in South Kensing-
ton, London, from late July for three
months. It features a large globe covered
with some of the more striking l99l
agriglyphs designed by CCCS member
John Martineau. The work of art is
entitled 'Cyclops" and is the largest
laser-viewable hologram in Europe.



Stanley Morcom is CCCS's expen on
cropformation survey and analysis. He
dcscribes here daaik of the cropflatten-
ing force which he has obser-ved during
the last two years. Editor.

The following is an abridged account of
the mechanics involved in creating a crop
formation. The observations are mainly
based on events in the Wiltshire area

during the past two seasons and published
information on the subject.

In order to create boxes with square ends,

it would appear that the crop flattening
force has a flat front and back, possibly
chisel shaped. The so-called "Brain" or
"S-erpent" formation which appeared near
Froxfield in August 1991 (see pages 10-

11), also had square-ended stops and

starts in thebreaks ofthe suakingpassage-
way. There are many other examples of
square-ended linear components, the fin-
gers of "keys" for instance.

If there is only one flattening force oper-
ating for a given formation, then the

above would indicate that the force must
be capable ofeither being suppressed or
switched on and off in order to move from
one isolated component to another.

I believe there is ample evidence which
shows that circles are constructed from a
series of concentric rings of equal width.
This ring structure has been noticed and
commented upon by other researchers.
Also, close examination of aerial photo-
graphs reveals many instances which sup-

port this theory. I also believe that this
ring structure almost always starts at the
perimeter and progresses towards thecen-
tre. A reversal of this order is not consist-
entwith thevisual evidenceof inner stems

ovedaying the outer flattened crop.

ln order to operate this system of con-
struction, the flattening force must be
capable of switching off after completing
each ring, reducing the diameter by a
predetermined amount, then switching on
and laying down the next ring in the series

until the circle is completed. There is

visual evidence that this in fact happens.

As the flattening force starts to lay down
a ring of crop, the stems are swirled
around tightly. The swirl gradually opens

out and the lay becomes more radial as the
ring is completed, producing a visual
change in the direction of the crop la1'

between the starting point and the centre
of the circle. This asymmetrical effect is
more apparent in small circles and grape-

shot, though, to a lesser extent, it is still
visible in larger circles. I believe this
circular change in the lay direction, which
is only slight in some circles, is brought
about by a small amount of acceleration in
the speed ofthe flattening force during the

laying down of each ring. This effect is
also apparent in radially laid crops. Re-
ducing the number of turns in a spirally-
swirled crop will evenfually produce a

radial lay, though the lay will never be

truly radial as it will contain a small
amount of the clockwise or anticlockwise
rotational element. In a spirally-swirled
circle, the swid turns become progres-

sively smaller in radius towards the cen-
tre. This progression also occurs in the

slight curvature of a radial lay, the curva-
ture becoming more pronounced at the
centre, rather like the shape of a French
curve. The circlemaker, who appears to
be a perfectionist, sometimes masks this
central defect by covering the area with a

sg'irled circle. The so-called "Swastika"
formation and its nearby precursor which
appeared to*ards the end of the 1989

sea-qon . both had thr s central fearure . Thr s

desire lbr nearness is agaLn shclrn in th:se

n\O c\ <nti. rath:r tha:. f: ;-i th: rri:;.
stcrrl^q mto th: >tonJrn: .:-: .t "... ::=
circle maker f-rrst lard i:,"'.:. a r,;i:.!..
ring, formrng a ilat b'cd r,:r :h. raj:al
stems to rest on.

WIDTH OF TH E

FLATTENING FORCE

The width appears to vary benreen 0,6
and0.8 metres (2ftto2ft 9 rns). The three

formations of simrlar desiga *hrch ap-

peared last season at Lockendge. .{lton
Barnes and Ogbourne Maizel . *'ere all
formed from 0.65 m widths. Ho*'ever.
the 1990 event at Bishops Can-nings. a 3-
(and later 4-) ringed circle 61 metres

diameter, was constructed from rings more
than double this size, they were approxi-
mately 1.5 metres (5ft) wide. Assuming
that the same force is responsible for the

narrowundedaid construction stnps (0. 1 5

to 0.2 m wide), then the flattening force

must be capable of reducing its width to

this size. At the end of the 1990 season.

a formation appeared at Beckhampton
consisting ofan equilateral triangle flanked
by boxes which in turn were flanked by
isosceles triangles. These two triangles
were lineady laid from the base to the

apex, which would imply that the flatten-
ing force is capable of reduciag its width
to zero during the laying process.

There is strong visual evidence to support
the theory that the flattening force is
'pulsed " . In immature green crops, these

pulse marks often show up as equally-
spaced radial liaes. Irrespective of the

diameter of a rilg rn the ring strucfure,
these marks (shadow iines) have a con-
stant pitch, suggesti,ng that the flattening
force operates at a constant speed for a

given circle. These radial lines have be.en

referred to as "dartboard" or "cartwheel".
They arenot. Geometrically, these marks
should produce a circle divided into eight
equal segments, the marks diminishingin
number in each segment. However, be-

cause of the small amount of acceleration
which occurs during the creation of each

ring, this segmented alignment tends to be

distorted. Pages 40-41 of Crop Circles -

the Latest Evidence, illustrates these

pulsemarks. The 1988 Corhampton er,ent.

three equilaterally spaced circles. and a
similar event the same vear at Cheesefoot
Head. both shoued thrs pulsed nng con-
stru-'tl.n, Thcse pulse marks are also
'. lrrL.; -: - r; I tL: a:nal photographs

: '-- -)- 
-.1i.: r' rn., I .,.. trams. appeanng

rs i:i-:'. arlr li-Das in passages and boxes,
'.i i::: :r: p:t;h appears to be identical to
:la: ,:: rhe a-.sociated circles. These lines
a:. r.1! apparent in more mature crops, I
asume that thrs is due to the fact that the

stinli are less pliable and as such do not
reiord the imprint.

.{s the radius of the rings decreases in a
spiralll' swirled circle, the lay of the crop
changes from rotational to radial. This
change in lay direction follows a geo-

metrical progression. I see this progres-
sive transfer between the two forces (ro-
tational to radial) as a const.ant, as one

increases the other proportionally de-

creases. I cannot explain how this radial
force is generated; it might be an autc-
matic product, related to the flattening
speed and the ring diameter. As the radius
is reduced so the time taken to complete



each ring is reduced.

According to Colin Andrews in Circular
Evidence: "The tightness of the spiral-
swirl whorls varies from 4 turns to straight
radial swathes". If my assumption is

correct that the small change in the lay
direction which occurs during the lay'ing
down of a ring is caused by a slight
acceleration of the flattening speed, then

it would appear that the flattenin-r speed

could be responsible for the range of floor
lays referred to by Colin Andre*s. The
slower the speed the more sprral swirl
tums, and, conversely, the fa-cter the sp€ed

the less turns until the lay becomes almost
radial. A calculation sho*'s that the speed

range could be as high as 500 to l,
Theoretically, the speed *'ould have to be

infinite in order to produce a perfectly
straight lay.

Except for the slight amount of accelera-
tion which appears to be inherent in the
laying down of each nn_g. I have assumed

that the rotational speed of the flattening
force is constant tbr a given circle. Il
however, the speed rs varied appreciably
during the flattenins of a ring, then the lay
would change from circular to radial, or
vice versa. Nou,. if this speed change was

synchronised for each nng, then it would
be possible to create a floor pattern with
one area laid in a spiral swirl and another

in a radial lay. This, I believe, is the
explanation for the floor pattern illus-
trated on page 127 of CircularEvidence.
The perimeter, however, as clearly shown
in the illustration, was laid at a constant
speed, possibl,r' another example of the
circlemaker's desire for neatness. In a

confrontation between Colin Andrews and

Doug and Dave, the pair were asked how
they created the nng of a ringed circle
with a sinusoidal lay. "We didn't do that
one", was their reply. If my theory is
correct, then this effect, the variation
between a rotational and a radial lay,
could be produced by decelerating or
accelerating the flattening speed.

Another feature of crop circles, which I
don't intend to speculate about, is the
rwist of the whorls. According to Colin
Andrews, these twists start at the centre
and grow less as they extend out to the
wall. Apparently, they are missing from
radially laid crops. This added feature is

) et another complication which might
again he an automatic product generated
b1 the tlattening force. Itis, nevertheless,

part ofthe equation
which needs to be
accounted forwhen
trying to produce a

"nifyi"g 
theory for

the operation of the
flattening force.

In order to function
effectively, theflat-
tening force re-
quires the uniform
density of a crop
wall. Any defect,
especially the gaps

of the tractor lines,
will cause the en-
ergy to be dissi-
pated. This dissi-
pation shows itself
as inefficient flat-
tening, and, in ex-
treme cases, as a

malformationofthe
intended shape.
However, once the
defect is passed, the
force quickly recov-
ers its strength and
direction.

The energy respon-
sible for flattening
the various compo-
nents of a forma-
tion seems to remain
for a sufficient
length of time to
influence the lay of
other components.
The overlaid stems,

where components
abut eachother, are

invariably swept
around in the direc-
tion of the underly-
ing crop. This fea-
ture is particulady
apparent where the
stems of a passage

oveday the perim-
eter of a circle.

The above would
suggest that I sup-
port a non-hoax
hypothesis. This is
uot necessarily so.

Just because I find
it difficult to explain
how these features
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could be created by a manually operated

device, does not mean that I de out direct

human involvement. If, when I described

the flattening force as "pulsed", I had

substituted the letter "h' for the letter "l'
and reversed the middle letters, then the

word "pushed" might have given a suspi-

cious overtone. 'Equally Spaced.? Oh

dear! To continue, until we have more
positive evidence, I believe it is prudent to

adopt a neutral, low key approach; pre-

mature announcements, like the Cold

Fusion fiasco, are oounter-productive and

discourage serious research. As we might
be dealing with an ephemeral phenom-

enon, time could be of the essence. Let us

not, therefore, waste yet another season

only to find that this brief magical mo-

ment i-n history is relegated to the realms

of mythology.

The interpretations of these observations
are highly speculative, and are intended to

prompt further research into the nature

and operation ofthe crop flattening force.

discovered my failing at a very early age,

having on many occasions noticed thatwe
were passing the same tree, pond, church,

field or other landmark notjust once but
several times... However, Hamish did
not know this nor did the Russells and

being a proverbial optimist I am always

hopeful of improvement and so set fbrth
full of confidence without first revealing

my weakness!

Having telephoned the farmer before-

hand, our first port of call was to be the

Upham Insectogram, near BishoPs
Waltham. We reached our destination

with only one very minor deviation'
Having been into this formation 3 times

already with various friends and having

had the only severely unpleasant experi-

ence to date, I decided to sit in the car.

The formation had been badly damaged

by wind and rain, but its remarkable
jointed sections were still cleady visible.

It was the first insectogram of the season

and contained a type of energy I had never

previously experienced and quite unlike
the energy found in the other forrnations.
It is an energy with which I feel we will
need to become familiar.

Our next destination was CheesefootHead.

Easl'. I said, I have done this 100 times

before. it *ill only take us 20 minutes at

the most. hein,s not more than 6 mrles

a*a1 I The m-rsts fe11 and the lanes started

to look homblr unfamtllar: Hamtsh and

I chatted and :hatted a-. I t::.d t,r dt.gursc

the fact that I *a-r n:,: al:tl.l!:r.ur. :'f
where 1$a-.. The Russ:.l. ,iat': .l:'r: :
man'ellous 1ob of dnr l.s ra'.11a -: :l::l.s
behind usl Hampshre has : harll :i
pulling faces and ;hangrng sraP; c ::

does sol But m-r mcr:undl Lurf :

location at last de,:ided it had had .n:uih
fun and we found ourselves safelr on th;
A272.

We looked at the 2nd insectosram ir.'m o

distance and moved onto the 3 ctr;l:
formation opposite the car park tthus I
found to be a healing formation and took
Margaret Randell here for her I earll'
'booster", again with quite remarkabll
good results). Hanush and I both rnde-

pendently confirmed each other's dows-

ing in a most interesting way. Where I
had found to be the most powerful Yang

energy area, Hamish had already dowsed

that as being the energy point of entry

from nearby tumuli.

There was still one formation we had not

seen. This was a circle David had seen

from the air some 4-5 weeks previously.
He had realised that it would be difficult
to find and had visited it immediately after

landing. He found it had some very

interesting dowsing pattems andhad asked

me to see what I could detect with mY

pendulum. Needless to say I never did

find it, so it seemed a heaven sent oppor-
runity to visit it then and there. We made

our way to the field which was close by.

There was a path running the length of the

field down one side. It soon became clear

to us that we were going to have difficulty
locatrng the circle for as far as our eyes

could reach was an endless sea ofbarley.

How I regrette.d leaving my pendulum in
the car and I had not even brought my rods

either. As we were walking down the path

suddenly I felt a tight band around my

head. "Stop', I called to David, who had

gone ahead. "The circle is here", I said,

pointing into the field. David felt sure it
was further on but as the band around my

head seemed to be tightening still more,

he cbligingly went into the held but went

off at an angle and soon was lost to sight

in the waves of pale golden stalks of
barley. In despair I borrou'ed BarLrara's

dorvsiag rods and asked them to indtcate

* here the circle ri a-., Ther p..LntaC straight

lnto th; t'rel.i arc I .ntcred ghere David
hal " 'ru: -:r:t;dJ : i grLng off at an oblique

":rg.., ; ;,,1:'.i.c th. rods at 90 degrees

:: :i." :ath fJ[ SrrD3 50-60 yards until I
s;.i :i. ;Lr:le lrtera11y' 2 steps in front of
:l.. ii ',i3-< 3 beautiful double ringer,
'.ih:ir :learly had had few if any other

', isll:'rs apart from David and now us.

The moment I stepped into it the band of
<s331 *as lifted from my poor aching

head. I havespoken to severalpeopleand
I am told that it is a well known fact that

\\ e ma)' use our bodies as dowsilg instru-

ments. In fact since then Barbara R.ussell

and I have used our rods to locate circles

rn this way as so many of them are not

visible from the ground. I am sure rnost

dowsers do the same. However, bands of
steel do not appeal to me but I suppose it
is a useful means if all else fails! And to

end on an encouraging note, ever since

that wet and soggy day, m! bump of
location has improved quite dramatically.

Maybe something was unblocked as a

result of our intrepid expedition !

Lucy Pringle , CCCS Treasurer, desctibes

a isit to two ofthe early 1 D 1 insectograms

in Hampshire and some of the interesting
dowsing results which she obtained.

It was a cold, wet and windy daY in mid
July when David and Barbara Russell,

Hamish Miller and I set out for Cheesefoot

Head. Had Hamish not come all the way

from Cornwall, I feel sure we would not

have braved the elements. However,

being stout hearted and not a little mad,

we set forth, dressed in copious layers of
winter woollies, muffled up in scarves

and woolly hats and shod with wellies.

As this was my patch I was to act as

pathfinder. Hamish cheerfully camewith
me not knowing that to my close friends

and relatives, this would have been re-

garded as a great misfortune for him. I am

regarded as the most unreliable navigator

ever known to man. Even mY children



The crop circle season is here again with
a vengeance! Members of the CCCS who
during the longwinter months were filled
with gloom and despondency, and were
convinced that circles would never reap-
pear in 1992 can smile again and ready
themselves for another busy summer of
crop watching and circle visiting. The
atmosphere of excitement is palpable as

the news of new formations spreads rap-
idly and the likelihood of them being
hoaxed is discussed interminably.

But amidst all this excitement spare a

thought for those of us who have to try to
live a normal life in a household which has

been taken over by the circles. The day
inevitably starts with the telephone ring-
ng at 7 a.m. if not before. Something
terrible has happened I fear as I rush to
answer this early call - but no, its usually
someone fromtheWest Coast of America
who has to have the latest circle update
before he goes to bed or perhaps Erik
Beckjord with fu*her forceful sugges-

tions as to what we should be doing about
the circles. Itnever occurs to anyone that
we might still be asleep. This sets the tone

for the day, thereafter the telephone rings
constantly, sometimes with the average
time between calls being 30 seconds.

Mercifully modern technology in the shape

of a cordless phone allows one to wash,

haveabath, cook, eat, washup, andeven
garden while carrying on a telephone
conversation. Finally we take it off the
hook. Then the postman arrives, orrather
staggers in with the mail. A simple bill in
a brown envelope would almost be a

relief! Most of the envelopes bulge with
circlediagrams, photographs, videos, crop
samples with roots still caked in earth,
articles for the Circular, new theories
about circles/UFOs, etc. Family and

friends have long given up writing - they
know their letters will go unread.

Mid morning and timeto getto gripswith
the correspondence - but perhaps we ought
to turn the telephone on again. Disaster !

Ten seconds and it rings immediately, but
this time it's an 8 page fax complete with
diagrams and drawings and an answer is
required immediately. Abandon all hope

for today's mail. (One hopes that corre-
spondents will show appropriate patience
when they appreciate just how impossible
it has become to answer letters.)

What about lunch? Sorry, a new picto-
gram,/circle has just appeared and it must
be checked out before the com is badly
trampled, so the intrepid editor of the
Circular sets forth armedwith binoculars,
cameras, tape recorder, spade, measur-

ing tape and notepad with the firm inten-
tion of being home by tea time. Your
editor is delighted to find on arrival that at
least 10 colleagues arc alre,ady at this
latest circle and have all the information
on when the circle was first seen, the
swelling of the nodes, direction of swid
and the location ofother circles that have
appeared ovemight. The afternoon passes

in animated discussion, interviews with
farmers and farmworkers and visits to all
the other circles in a 20 mile radius. After
such an exhausting day what else is there

to do but repair to the Waggon and Horses
for the evening ? Oh dear,-- what about
getting home for supper ?-- it's now 9.30
and those left behind might be worrying,
but a quick telephone call allays their
fears and hearth and home are finally
reached just after closing time.

And now to start the days work. The
messages on the telephone answering
machine (which may total 2,QQ rnits after
just a few hours absence) have to be
listened to but onagood day thiswill only
take half an hour, so by midnight the
decks are cleared and a start can be made

on reading and answering the mail, updat-
ing the data base and perhaps reading one
of the many circles articles that have
arrived from all over the world. At least
no one is going to telephone so late at
night. Wrong! TheEast Coast of America
now has to have its circle update and in the
excitement the five hour time difference is
often forgotten. And other callers often
call at midnight and later which some-
times produces a rather harassed sound-
ing response at this end of the telephone.

By two a.m. total peace has descended

since thetelephone has now been switched
to fax and only the gentle snoring ofyour
editor can be heard as he sleeps slumped
over his computer, a half written article
for The Circular still on the screen.

Sometimejust before dawn the peace will
be shattered by a terrible crash as he
stumbles over the dog trying to find his
way up to bed in the dark. So ends another
day in the life of a manic cereologist.

A private meeting was held in Hampton
on 6th October 1991 which proved very
instructive. Stanley Morcomwas amongst

those attending and gave details of the

undedying patterns he had found in some

of the formations. In January 1992 a
group called *TEMS' was founded, cov-
ering mainly the Middlesex and Surrey
areas. TEMS maintains close links with
the Essex Branch of the CCCS, the Crop
Watcher, the Cerealogist, Contact, ASSAP
and BUFORA, besides the CCCS itself.
It has agreed to act as the Surrey Branch of
the CCCS and a crop circle afternoon was
held on 31 May with a talk and videos.
TEMS may be able to arrange shared

light-aircraft flights at costprice for mem-
berswho can fit inwith flying conditions.
A field-trip to crop circlecountry is sched-

uled for 27th June. As the season
progresses it is anticipated that members
will co-operate informally on further ex-
peditions. TEMS will of courseadvise on
whether or not formations are in "sensi-
tive" areas. At the time of writing a

rumoured first circle of the year had
appeared in oil-seed rape in the Sutton
Scotney area in late April. Described as

72 fe.et across with two satellites contro-
versy immediately started over whether it
was natural or hoaxed. (See page 4 --Ed)
Lionel Beer. Contact Tel. 081 979 3148

Name Amount. fs

Ms Linda Baker - 6. 0O

Miss Ros Beck 5. 00
Mr Alvin M Cohen 10. 00
Earl of Haddington 100. 00
Ms Jeanette Hanisee 2. 50
Mr Eugene McMullan 1. 50
Mr K C Parker FRICS 20. 00
Mr M E Rowland 5. 00
Mr C Wildon 3. 00
Mr G Wingfield 100. 00

Total donations for period f24I.00



New title:
CIPHERS IN THE CROPS
The Fracto) & Geometric Circles of 1991

Edited by Beth Dauis.
There was a quantum
change in the nature of the
crop circle phenomenon in
1991, every bit as great as
the 'pictogram explosion of
1990. To mark the signifi-
cance of the 'scientifrc
ciphers', before they are
overtaken by 7992 events,
Beth Davis has edited this
lovely little book, Iooking in
depth into the Mandelbrot,
the Barbury Castle forma-
tion and the Serpent. The point is that while the pic-
tograms of 1990 invited all kinds of analyses and
interpretations, it is more clear what the 1991 ciphers
represent, and more productive to inquire into their
potential significances. We hope this new book stimu-
lates a more thoughtful approach to the mystery and
decipherment of the crop circles.

To be launched, at the CCCS Winche'ster Conference.
ISBN 0-946551-93-6. 76 colour photos, 88pp, p I b {5.95.

CROP CIRCLES . HARBINGERS
OF WORLD CHANGE
Edited by Aliclz Bartholomew. Now in paperbach.
Ilarbingers is concerned
with meaning in and
behind the phenomenon.
lVhile reporting the dra-
matic shifts in complexity
and variety of formations
in 1991, it also boldly puts
forward some radical holo-
graphic ideas and adven-
turous specuiations about
their significance in the
wider world context. This
js an examination of reality,
not, just crop formations.

"Eortholontew's book is compulsiue read.ing" - Dai11''

Mail. "The book prouides a wealth of knowlecige and
information on our understcLnding of tlie circles" '
Chfton Digest.

ISBN 0 946551 89 8.67 colour,5l blw illus,192pp,
p lb, {9.95.

THE CROP CIRCLE ENIGMA
A range of uiewpoints from the CCCS.
Edited by Ralph Noyes.
This is still the'best introductory book in English cov-
ering questions aroused by the mysterious circles. It
traces the history back ten years and more, looking at
mechanisms, myths and metaphysics.

"Th,e most comprehinsiue and thought-prou oking
appraisal of the mystery to date" - Twenty-Tkenty.
"Holrrs of absorbin! reading" - Global Link-Up
Magazine.
ISBN 0-946551-75-8, 68 colour, 62 b I w illus, 192pp,
p lb, L9.95.

CROP CIRCLE CALENDAR 1993
A cereological Christmas
present solution! A beauti-
ful collection of pictures
showing the evolution of the
phenomenon, from the
Celtic Cross to the
Mandelbrot. Photos by John
Haddington, Mac Smith,
George Wingfield, Busty
Taylor, David Parker and
Richard Wintle. A full 12"
square photo faces a 72"
square monthly calendar.
ISBN 0 944256-23-6. t6.96 (+66p post), t6.00 t+66p post, to
CCCS members. Auailctble l August 92.

CROP CIRCLE
POSTERS
1991 series t350r490mm,:
Barbury Castle: f Iandel-
brot.

1990 series t490r680mmr:
Alton Barnes: Crarvley
Dorvn: Barn Field; The
Gal1ops.

{1.95 each rincl \tAT + post), fl.60 each for two or tnore.

CROP CIRCLE
POSTCARDS
Two sets ofeight different cards: 1990 and 1991.

f2.50 per set (incl VAT+ post) or for any eight cards ordered.

Order through

GATEWAY BOOKS, The Hollies, Wellow, Bath BA2 8QJ, UK.
Tel: 0225-835127 , fax: 0225-840012 or local stores.


